Miniatures in historical archaeology
Toys, trifles and trinkets re-examined

Abstract
This paper examines miniatures in historical archaeological contexts. Miniatures – scaled-down,
often-mass-produced representations of real and imagined subjects – can convey much information
about the people studied by historical archaeologists. It is suggested that they have often been both
overlooked and dismissed too lightly. It also claims that historical archaeologists, and other
interpreters, readily classify too many miniatures as child-related “playthings.” The study proposes
that, just as miniatures acquire potent meanings for adults in the present, it is likely that they would
have been equally important to people in the past, especially following the rise of mass-production.
It demonstrates that miniatures can potentially illuminate the lives of individuals who would
otherwise remain archaeologically and historically mute. After examining the phenomenon of
miniaturisation, it surveys miniatures of the recent past (1700—present). The paper then presents
two case studies that throw up some of the challenges of studying miniatures in archaeological
contexts: a survey of how recent projects have approached miniatures and an overview of the
miniatures listed in the Portable Antiquities Scheme database. After discussing how miniatures can
inform the historical archaeologist, revisiting historical archaeological approaches to toys,
collections and bric-a-brac and proposing the creation of a contemporary archaeology of miniatures,
some overall conclusions are drawn from the study.
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Preamble
What we want is larger than life.
Smaller, however, is more easily negotiated.
(www.modelshop.bc.ca)

As a solitary, bookish child, one of my favourite reads was The Borrowers, by Mary Norton. This
tale of diminutive people who live undetected beneath, above and around full-size humans
fascinated me. They survive by borrowing an assortment of objects from their gigantic neighbours,
and these include miniatures – it is while borrowing a dolls-house teacup that Pod, the
paterfamilias, is discovered by a full-size human. (Norton 1952)
I also remember reading an early (1858) science fiction short story, The Diamond Lens, by FitzJames O’Brien, in which a biologist, peering down his microscope, discovers and falls in love with
a beautiful but miniscule woman swimming in the drop of pond water at which his instrument is
focussed. It had a tragic ending…
And I watched the episode Pictures Don't Lie of the 1960s TV series Out of this World (Season 1,
Episode 8: 11th August 1962), in which questions of scale create the climax of a science fiction
drama. The eventual arrival on earth of a spaceship containing humanoid aliens is missed because
no-one realises that they and their vessel are minute – miniature humans (who are finally destroyed,
as their ship sinks into a shallow puddle, by being stepped on by one of the seemingly betrayed and
betraying reception committee).
Miniaturisation is part of my life, both mentally and physically (Fig.1). Underlining this, scattered
and gathering dust on various surfaces in my study are a number of miniature objects, a
multifaceted collection of mementos that bring to mind people, places and events from my life,
from a fake Venezuelan Pre-Columbian figurine to a Bart Simpson doll won in an amusement
arcade in Skegness. They mean something to me, whatever their original intentions. This is a
behaviour I share with very many other humans, both in the present and the past – a news item in
The Guardian of September 1st 2010 told how nine miniature figures had disappeared from a
“curious” art exhibition at Belsay Hall, Northumberland. Visitors had purloined them as mementos.
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In this dissertation I shall be examining the historical archaeology of miniatures, artefacts that are
both very familiar and very unknown, both ubiquitous and mysterious. As part of contemporary
material culture, they are present in all our lives, and yet we pay little attention to their meanings,
either to ourselves or to others. In libraries and bookshops, hundreds of large-format volumes
catalogue and describe miniatures for collectors, while online, thousands of web sites trumpet
“miniatures” – tapping “miniatures” into the Google search-engine results in 12.5 million “hits.”
This mass of information is divided into two: the business (and often it is a commercial enterprise)
of acquiring miniatures, and the business of making them, either commercially or as a hobby. Yet
amongst this tsunami of words and pictures, there is hardly any discussion of the meanings of
miniatures. While what Pearce calls “the how, what, when, where and by whom” of these artefacts
is covered almost overwhelmingly, there is little that answers the question “why?” (Pearce 1994,
126).
It is ironic, given the iconic status within historical archaeology of James Deetz’s book In Small
Things Forgotten (or at least its title, to which I have referred several times), that this class of small
things should be so little examined, including by Deetz himself (Deetz 1996). Few scholars have
given miniatures much attention. They have been listed, stereotyped, entirely ignored, or dismissed
as mere curiosities, knick-knacks, bric-a-brac and playthings.
On the other hand, popular writers often claim that since time immemorial people have been
“fascinated” by miniatures (e.g. Rosner 1976, 6). Yet is simple fascination a correct or sufficient
interpretation of the meaning of miniatures? I think not. In distant antiquity, the peoples who
created miniature females that became nicknamed “Venuses” surely intended them to communicate
something more meaningful than mere fascination? Those in Neolithic Yemen who fashioned
miniature buildings set on miniature tells surely must have done so for some other reason than to
fascinate each other? In the recent past, the period covered by this dissertation, small things have
been as much part of the changes and advances in material and consumer culture as any other group
of artefacts, which surely means that they held significant meanings for those who manufactured
and owned them.
In today’s museums and galleries, miniatures, with the exception of objects regarded as “art,” are
often (usually?) displayed as exhibits to be smiled or sniggered or cooed over, as things of fun, of
shallow meaning, eliciting nostalgia or sentiment. My study suggests that while some small things
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were and are indeed intended to be humorous, or slight, or childish, many are imbued with far
deeper and stronger meanings – meanings that are of great value to historical archaeologists.
Miniatures were, and are, important. On a recent visit to the National Trust’s back-to-back houses in
Birmingham I noticed in a bedroom otherwise devoid of ornaments, a small, broken and repaired
“fairing” on a shelf. As historian Asa Briggs wrote: “People who owned very few things of
permanence could hold them especially dear” (Briggs 2003, 3).
As I looked deeper into this topic, its range expanded alarmingly, and what I could achieve within
the scope of a dissertation correspondingly contracted. Although a few archaeologists have recently
looked at miniaturisation as it pertains to prehistoric archaeology (e.g. Bailey 2006, 2008; O’Neill
2009), I believe that my small-scale initial investigation represents the first time that anyone has
examined the phenomenon of miniaturisation within the context of historical (and contemporary)
archaeology. Thus, ultimately what is presented here has to be merely regarded as a preface to
further investigation.

Figure 1: Artefacts from the author’s Nottingham allotment garden.
Include the head of a ceramic miniature (right).
(Photograph, the author)
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1. Introduction
A reduction in dimensions does not produce a corresponding reduction in significance
(Stewart 1993, 43)
Miniatures form a distinctive class of material culture. Describing a miniature as “a cultural
product” that is the result of the eye manipulating the physical world, Stewart reminds us that “there
are no miniatures in nature” (Stewart 1993, 55). While the bowerbird and the jackdaw share with
humans a predilection to collect shiny things, no other animal creates representational miniatures.
Even humans have to learn how to understand scale (see below).
A call for papers for a recent Theoretical Archaeology Group (TAG) conference sought answers to
questions such as “What effects did figurines have on people in the past? What do figurines do and
how do they do it? That is, how do they work?” It went on to suggest that figurines have significant
value in the “study of materiality, especially in regards to aesthetics, semiotics, agency,
embodiment, identity, personhood, and the biography of objects” (Matsunaga and Biehl 2009). This
dissertation suggests that these questions can and should be asked of all miniatures.

Small things almost forgotten
Miniatures have been undervalued or overlooked as archaeologically meaningful artefacts (Bailey
2006, 2008; O’Neil 2009; Pilz 2009). Those of ancient Greece, for example, were usually
interpreted as “cheap offerings of lower social class or children’s toys” (Pilz 2009). O’Neil lists
many “mentions” of miniatures in archaeological literature of periods up to the seventh century AD,
but finds that they “are rarely dealt with in a systematic or in-depth way” (O’Neil 2009). Yet in
looking at very ancient figurines, Bailey realised that miniaturisation, then as now, was a
phenomenon as significant as any other meaning attached to these artefacts (Bailey 2006, 2008).
Whilst some scholars have written about the “art” of elite or curated miniatures (e.g. Mack 2007),
the meanings of “ordinary” (i.e. mass-produced) miniatures dating from the recent past have hardly
been examined (but for some discussion see Pearce 1994 and Stewart 1997). As Yentsch and
Beaudry relate in their introduction to Ingersoll et al’s paper in The Art and Mystery Of Historical
Archaeology: “Often [toys] are given short shrift as archaeologists try to put together the "big
picture," using artifacts to delineate the path of "man's" progression and its impact on cultural form”
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(Yentsch and Beaudry 1992, 427). That they were writing about “toys” is especially worth noting,
because the puzzles surrounding these objects will loom large later in this study.
Archaeologists appear to apply filters to miniatures that they do not apply to other classes of
artefact. Miniatures are seemingly very familiar in present day contexts and archaeologists may
believe that they know all about them. Yet plates, cups and saucers, knives, bottles are equally
familiar but are nevertheless studied in detail. Miniatures have perhaps been ignored because
archaeologically they are present in small numbers, were originally relatively inexpensive and
“seem more whimsical than meaningful” (Mullins 2004, 159). As mass-produced, low-cost items,
miniatures were (and are) often the property of subaltern peoples whose tastes and values are often
looked at askance. Perhaps some archaeologists unconsciously or consciously regard the past and
present owners of miniatures as “trivial and trashy, possessed of neither moral, aesthetic nor
intellectual sensibilities; low in every way” (Pearce 1995, 305). It seems that many commentators
“could not fathom how consumers might project personally significant symbolism onto apparently
inconsequential things” (Mullins 2001, 175).

Small things dismissed
Miniatures tend to form part of material assemblages about which archaeologists are sometimes
overly and overtly dismissive, as in:
“the collection is essentially a pedestrian picture dominated by domestic ceramic and
glassware, window glass, nails, a lesser number of buttons and clay pipes, and a few tools
and toys – the marks of very simple households” (Herberling 1987, 210).
Others attach adjectives to miniatures such as “dainty,” “pretty,” “child-sized” (Karskens 2001, 76),
“funny” (Casella, 2009), “awful” (Hume 2001, 310), “prosaic” (Mayne and Murray 2001, 3),
descriptions that impose present-day, personal and sometimes trivialising values on them that
probably do not match their original status. As Crawford points out, identifying something as a
“toy,” for example, may be a conscious or unconscious way of giving it a lesser status than other
artefacts and relegating its significance to that of a mere curiosity (Crawford 2009, 59).
Another example of negatively judgemental attitudes to miniatures, especially those from the recent
past, is demonstrated by the US National Park Service. Whilst stating correctly that “artifacts do not
have to be hundreds of years old to reveal facts about the area from which they were recovered”
they then write that the historical value of a plastic figure from the Planet of the Apes movie series
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(Fig. 2) found at Oxon Hill Farm, Maryland is “questionable” and that “the recovery of a modern
object from the soil immediately surrounding a nineteenth century building tells archeologists that
the ground has been disturbed and that the discrete soil layers that build up over time are probably
mixed together” (National Park service web site). Yet much can be learned from “mixed together”
deposits, and the background of this figurine, what it represented to the anonymous individual who
owned and discarded it, is surely as valid as anything from the more distant past.

Figure 2: Planet of the Apes figure.
Oxon Hill Farm Maryland.
(Photograph, National Park Service)

Historical documentary sources add little to a study of miniatures.
“Our documentary records about possessions and their significance are scanty and
unreliable. This is particularly true in the realm of "small things forgotten" to use James
Deetz's phrase lifted from a seventeenth-century inventory” (Friedel 1993, 49).
Present-day collectors of miniatures are often interested only in rarity and/or monetary values, so
while they extensively research and catalogue these artefacts they usually ignore their original
functions and the meanings attached to them and there are few references in depth to the roles
miniatures played in the lives of those who originally acquired them. This study suggests that
archaeologists are missing some important information about past lives, for “our own curiosity is a
strong clue that there is significant, albeit enigmatic symbolism lurking within these things”
(Mullins 2001, 159).
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2. Miniaturisation
Definitions
Size is almost impossible to define. What is large to a human is small to an elephant. What is small
to a human is huge to a mouse. Earth seems to be a huge place, yet in galactic terms it is almost
impossibly tiny. As Mack points out: “There are no absolutes: ‘small’ and ‘large’ are relative terms”
(Mack 2007, 49). Also, size is, to a certain extent, a neurological construct. Befitting an animal
whose survival depends on its sense of binocular sight, the human brain is adept at interpreting
concepts such as perspective. Though an image on the retina may be a few mm high, the brain
“knows” that the original is “life-sized.” However, this is learned behaviour. Very young children
make mistakes with scale, trying to sit on doll-sized chairs or squeeze into tiny vehicles (Fig. 3)
(Child Study Center, University of Virginia). Once scale is learned, however, objects that are small
(to humans) are readily understandable: one sees an ant and, because of learned visual clues,
recognises that it is not elephant-sized. However a miniature is a paradox. Visual clues are distorted
and misrepresented. Bailey calls the result “unsettling” (Bailey 2008b), though this is not an
unpleasant feeling – humans create miniatures because they want to.

Figure 3: Child attempting to sit on a miniature chair.
(Photograph, Child Study Center, University of Virginia)

Diminutive things
There are many human-made things, artefacts, that are naturally, fundamentally, functionally small
in human terms. It serves their purpose, the ways in which humans utilise them, to be small. In a
sense they have to be small. Examples are jewels, nails, beads, pins, arrow-heads, pills, marbles,
wristwatches, credit cards, postage stamps, pocket-books, hearing-aids and coins. Although they are
small, they are nevertheless “full-scale.” These objects, though some of them frequently occur in
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the archaeological record, are not included in this study. (However, confusingly, there are miniature
versions of many diminutive things, such as the accoutrements of a doll)
Miniatures
For the purpose of this paper, its principal subject is defined in the following way:
A miniature is a human-made representation of any object – natural, human-made or
imaginary – that is deliberately made smaller than its life-sized, full-scale original.
Some authors state that “miniatures” must represent functional or at least tangible originals (Stewart
1993, 60), while others include utilitarian miniature objects (Pilz 2009). The role of the “fantastic”
miniature of an imaginary original seems to be so important that this paper suggests that these
should stand side by side with those of “real” originals, and that both communicate the thinking of
both their creators and owners. The fantastic is aligned with the real and “given “life” by its
miniaturization” (Stewart 1993, 60), so can be surely regarded to be as “real” as a miniature figurine
of Wesley or a miniature revolver. A miniature is a small-scale version of something, real or
imagined.

Lead figures (Photograph, the author)

“Fairing” (fake) (Photograph, the author)

Pipe tamper (Photograph, PAS database)

Dolls parts and miniature vessels (Occidental Hotel,
Ottawa) (Photograph, LeBreton Flats)

Figure 4: Examples of miniatures.
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Miniatures can be created from any material, including stone, wood, metals, ceramics, paper,
plastics and glass (Fig. 4). The reduction in scale is usually approximate. The miniatures surveyed
in this dissertation were mass-produced consumer goods, without pretensions of being “high art,”
though they may refer to or imitate artistic subjects. Miniatures involve a degree of loss of detail,
and abstraction, both accidentally and deliberately.
Models
Models are a class of miniature where the reduction in scale is strictly and
geometrically proportional, and where as much detail of the original as possible is
preserved.
For example an OO gauge model train is exactly a 1/76th representation of the original, while a HO
gauge model is 1/87th the size of the original. The purpose of a model is to convince the observer
that although they may be physically close to it, they feel as though they are looking at it from a
distance. Models can be mass-produced or individually crafted (Fig. 5). Only mass-produced
models (e.g. automobiles and trains) are likely to surface in historical archaeological contexts.

Figure 5: HO scale mass-produced model hiker.
(Injection moulded plastic, actual height 20mm).
(Photograph, the author)
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Collections
This study defines a collection as:
A group of miniatures obtained and retained for reasons of sentiment, nostalgia,
memory, novelty, display, identity, resistance, connection with childhood (real or
imagined), spiritualism, status, aestheticism or investment, rather than the intrinsic
function of the objects.
“An object of material culture is any object that a person deems worthy of collecting” (Karp 2006,
26). Children may collect miniature objects, and indeed may have been encouraged to do so, but the
vast majority of collections were (and are) assembled by adults (e.g. Fig. 6). A collection may only
include a few objects, which do not have to be duplicates or even similar. The effects of collecting
have rarely been mentioned in archaeological contexts (see below, page 51).

Figure 6: Contemporary collections, Greenwood, British Columbia.
(Photographs, the author)

Contexts
Miniatures occur in a variety of historical archaeological contexts. The following briefly outlines
what constitutes a context in historical archaeology:
(a) A sealed and securely dateable deposit – the familiar ‘classic’ stratified deposit. In many
historical period sites these may be limited to sealed pits, cesspits, privies, cellars, wells etc.
(b) “Disturbed, “over-burden,” “topsoil,” “unstratified,” “ploughsoil” etc. Because many
archaeological sites in historical archaeology are of recent and sometimes very recent
deposition there may be few, if any ‘sealed’ deposits. This does not reduce the significance
of either site or existing deposits, but demands a different approach to recording and
interpretation.
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(c) Metal detector finds: Although they may originally have been stratified, metal detector
finds have been plucked from any existing archaeological relationships, and so, whilst a
few detectorists record provenance in two dimensions, such artefacts do not possess
stratigraphic associations.
(d) Surface: Locations such as abandoned settlements (e.g. “ghost towns”), industrial sites,
military, mining and logging camps and other short-lived single occupation sites, where the
conditions (or time) for the build-up of stratigraphy have not occurred, artefacts may be
found discarded on the surface.
(e) Extant structures: Some recent sites may contain extant buildings, either as ruins or as
buildings still standing and sometimes still in use.
(f) Secondary contexts: A number of artefacts may have been moved from their original
location. They can be redeposited in rubbish dumps, landfill, hardcore, “made soil” etc. An
example is the reclaimed land of the North Kent marshes near Sittingbourne, which was
built up during the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries using refuse carried in barges as
ballast down the Thames estuary from London. Other secondary contexts can include
collections (including private collections, and public museums and galleries), antique
salesrooms, junk shops, pawnbrokers, charity shops and thrift stores, as well as possessions
in private homes, which can include heirlooms. The original provenance of this material
may be known exactly (as in some museum specimens and heirlooms), approximately (as in
the urban rubbish deposited on the North Kent marshes) or not at all.

The process of miniaturisation
As a phenomenon, miniaturisation has been surprisingly little studied, especially by archaeologists.
Bailey, in seeking the “why” of Neolithic miniatures, spoke to contemporary miniaturists, who
spoke of their therapeutic, almost narcotic state when immersed in a miniature environment (Bailey
2008b). Bailey suggests that miniatures (figurines) stimulate people to think because they are forced
to fill in detail that miniaturisation automatically has to omit, and thereby “gain access to other
worlds and alternative realities” (Bailey 2008a, 10). Those who make and collect miniatures today
often write that it removes them temporarily, and refreshingly, from the harsh realities of presentday life. Rosner quotes a collector who told him that “The only perfect thing in my life is my
dollhouse. It's there. It's controllable. It's security.” Rosner also points out that miniaturisation opens
up “the realm of the possible” by letting people act out fantasies (Rosner 1976, 6). But importantly
for archaeologists, miniatures may give us access to “people’s silent and inherent understandings of
who they were/were not” (Bailey 2008,14).
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This study suggests that, like a spy-glass, when humans focus on miniatures they perceive them, in
their imagination, as magnified, full-scale, “real.” This is a true of a figurine as it is of a miniature
automobile or “Barbie” doll. The tiny blunderbuss or cannon (Fig. 7) is transformed into a fearsome
weapon that communicates the message “Beware!”

Figure 7: Miniature cannons and petronel blunderbuss.
Note the touch hole on the cannon.
(Photograph, Colchester Treasurehunting Club)

The tiny, sweet ceramic dog, cat or toddler (e.g. Fig. 8) becomes an imaginary pet or perfect child,
without any of their disadvantages or responsibilities.

Figure 8: Staffordshire miniature ceramic dogs.
(Photograph, Seymour Antiques)
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The erotic figurine can be magnified into a sexual fantasy or something humorous (Fig. 9).

Figure 9: Bawdy pipe tamper.
(Photograph, Jim Halliday)

The miniature fairy or unicorn becomes something that can be believed in. The miniscule details of
a diorama metamorphose into a world over which every visitor can have dominion (Fig. 10).

Figure 10: “London” diorama, Miniature World, Victoria, British Columbia.
(Photograph, the author)
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It is surely significant that miniature worlds often have buttons that can be pressed, for example, to
change day into night – the observer possesses god-like powers!
Levi-Strauss wrote that miniatures “by being quantitatively diminished, it seems to us qualitatively
simplified…knowledge of the whole precedes knowledge of the parts.” This, although depending
on illusion of which the viewer is aware, results in feelings of pleasure (Levi-Strauss 1966, 16).
Agreeing with Levi-Strauss, Cartier and Lew explain that “the miniature is always understood not
to have the status of the original, even if, in the case of the doll, it creates its own original” (Cartier
and Lew 2006, 95). Concentrating on miniatures puts the mind, the consciousness, onto a different
plane, a different dimension, away from the stresses and strains of everyday life. If artefacts are
“unconscious representations of hidden mind, of belief, like dreams” (Prown 2000, 13) then
miniatures are “daydreams” (Stewart 1993, 54; Mullins 2001, 164).
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3. Miniatures as material culture
Objects signify culture by making concepts and assumptions visible
(Leeds-Hurwitz 1993, 147).
As elements of material culture, archaeologists need to know the following about a miniature
artefact:
•

Description: how it was made – raw materials, design, construction and technology;

•

Its intrinsic function(s), how it was used;

•

Its context – its environment and spatial relationships;

•

Its significance – its emotional and psychological messages.
(Pearce 1994, 126)

It is these four areas that this study attempts to address. However it focuses on intrinsic functions,
contexts and significance rather than description, which is well covered elsewhere.
Mass-produced miniaturisation was a product of the “industrial revolution” and especially the
nineteenth century. “The Victorian context was marked by a “miniaturization of visible symbols”
(Beaudry et al 1996, 277). For the study of material culture, mas-produced miniatures acquired their
popularity and their meanings during an important period, for apart from ancient cultures “most of
the objects associated with pre-twentieth-century cultural history are nineteenth-century objects”
(Briggs 2003, 30).
Bailey suggests that miniaturisation imposes a sense of order, and that miniatures are convenient
stereotypes created by the judgement of the designer who decides what detail to omit in order to
convey her or his thinking (Bailey 2008b). It is up to the archaeologist to attempt to ascertain what
judgements were being made in the past. It is here that, since the seventeenth century, miniatures
have been perhaps better communicators of past thinking than other objects, because they possess
intrinsic meaning, sometimes so overt that it was inscribed on the object for all to read, as well as
extrinsic meaning(s) that can be ascertained from their context.
Deetz made the phrase “small things forgotten” into a synecdoche of historical archaeological
material culture (Deetz 1996) and Friedel, in agreeing that it is of small things that our material
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world is made, reminds archaeologists that to sense their meanings they need to understand them,
“their making, their acquisition, their use, and even their disposal all in terms of real people”
(Friedel 1993, 48; my emphasis). While many artefacts reflect the lives of their owners indirectly
(e.g. fashionable tea wares), miniatures are a direct route to attitudes and meanings since they were
acquired because that is what they did. One didn’t buy a miniature to use in a tea ritual, one bought
it to display a meaning that it communicated and/or that one had given it.
However, care has to betaken when attributing meaning. Karskens, while admitting that “it is
seldom possible to prove direct ownership or use of an artefact buy a particular individual” then
insists that “such linkages must be postulated to give life to the stories of the place” (Mayne et al
2000, 150). While this approach can create lively, crowd-pleasing “stories” it can also create
fictions and stereotypes that reflect the biases and prejudices, elitism, ageism, racism or sexism of
present-day interpreters. Archaeologists looking at miniatures must not invoke “ethnocentric
interpretations based on our own cultural views” (Lubar and Kingery 1993, xv).
Perhaps the situation has improved since Lubar and Kingery wrote “too seldom do we try to read
objects as we read books – to understand the people and times that created them, used them and
discarded them” (Lubar and Kingery 1993, vii). But Australian historian Alan Murray claims that
“we have by no means exhausted the interpretive potential of archaeological records” (Lucas 2007,
164). Against a background of (Australian) Victorian households with parlours “crammed full of
things” who were “accumulating stuff” and “consuming material culture at a rate that’s just
astounding” Murray reminds researchers that what this meant to them, in terms of gentility, class
and identity, “is still there for us to explore” (Lucas 2007, 172)

Miniatures in historical and contemporary archaeology
The ancestries of miniatures
Just as miniatures are ubiquitous at the present time in the western, Eurocentric culture in which this
study was conducted, so they have been present in all cultures and at all times. “While particular
objects and their symbolism vary among cultures, the use of objects as symbols is pancultural"
(Beaudry et al 1996, 275). Because this dissertation focuses on the period from the sixteenth
century onwards, it is beyond its scope to examine in detail the small things of the distant past or of
distant cultures (for a survey see O’Neill, 2009), but it is necessary to acknowledge that it is through
the interpretation of these ancient artefacts that archaeology has created many stubbornly adhered-to
16
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attitudes towards, and interpretations, of miniatures. Also, miniatures have “ancestries,” the
awareness of which Lubar and Kingery consider “is as essential in understanding their roles in and
reflection of society as their current appearance and function” (Lubar and Kingery 1983, xii). Just
as objects have tangible material lineages, so also the meanings that people have given them may
have links to the past.

Miniatures: what they represent(ed)

The following section briefly surveys types of miniatures that are relevant to historical and
contemporary archaeology; an initial categorisation has been created and the development of this
could be the basis of future work. Since almost everything has been miniaturised in some manner, a
complete description of miniatures is almost impossible, especially within the scope of a
dissertation. Table I therefore concentrates on mass-produced miniatures, and focuses on meanings
rather than forms. Each type could be almost endlessly subdivided. In the interests of demonstrating
the potential depth that miniatures offer the historical archaeologist, Table II lists some further
“miniatures” that have a bearing on historical archaeology but are not considered in this paper.
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TABLE I: Miniatures and their meanings

Celebrities

politicians
murderers, highwaymen,
criminals
preachers
beauties
entertainers
sportsmen/women
opera singers (e.g. Jenny
Lind)
actors
heroes and heroines (e.g.
Grace Darling)
military men
aristocrats
foreign dignitaries
kings and queens

Before the advent of newspapers and then photography,
few people really knew what even the most famous people
looked like, so figurines rarely accurately resembled their
subjects. Indeed moulds were often used for sever
disparate subjects. This mattered little, because the
meaning of the miniature was achieved simply by owning
and displaying it rather than it being an accurate “picture”.
(Hillier, 1968; Briggs 2003,125; Hume 1970,314),
Staffordshire figurines of Queen Victoria
and Prince Albert (Keller Ceramics)

HUMANS,
REAL

Anonymous

milkmaids
peasants
labourers
soldiers and sailors
foreigners
sporting figures

There were many figurines that represented real humans
in meaningful settings. Although these subjects were not
portraits, they were meant to be identified with, so in a
sense had to be “real” enough to seem possible. These
figurines were hugely popular. In the USA, for example,
John Rogers produced 100,000 ‘groups’’ of figures that
appealed to “a right appreciation of humanity” (Briggs
2003, 29). "Scarcely a family of reasonable means and
taste did not possess one” (Bleier nd).

John Rogers “Weighing the baby” group.
(Worthopedia)
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gods/goddesses
mythical figures
fairies
religious figures
moralising figures
literary figures
humorous figures
grotesques
sentimental figures

HUMANS,
IMAGINED

erotic figures
bawdy figures
pornographic figures
bawdy pipe tampers
“Naughty Nellie” boot puller s
priapic corkscrews
leg corkscrews
leg nutcrackers

Here the owner’s relationship with the miniature becomes
more complex. A classical, mythical or literary subject
might imply good taste or education, a religious figurine
devotion, a fairy sentimentality, a grotesque or rude
figurine good humour, a moralistic figure patriotism,
temperance, or good standing.
Many households would have possessed figurines
representing elements of their religion, which, since no
portraits exist of for example, God, Christ or any distant
Christian saints, relied on convention and the imagination
of their designers.
During moralistic times many miniatures conveyed
messages, especially those of temperance, family life,
political allegiances.
Many sentiments were very popular. “Toby jugs in a
variety of guises continued to be popular throughout the
nineteenth century, and any cottage mantle shelf that
wasn't home to a pair of those awful Staffordshire dogs
almost certainly displayed a Toby jug or two” (Hume 2001,
310).

Ralph Mills

Staffordshire Romeo and Juliet figurine

In some circumstances, suggestive erotic, and even
pornographic miniatures, were and are acceptable
sideboard display objects, or were hidden in a waistcoat
pocket.
The Stanhope Lens, inserted into objects as innocent as
rings, charms, corkscrews and pocket-knives, was used to
magnify microscopic risqué or pornographic images as
well as souvenir scenes.
Many miniatures, especially Parian ceramics, disguised
eroticism as “art”
Naughty Nellie booty puller (Live
Auctioneers)

dolls

The miniature most frequently listed from historical
archaeological sites, the doll has incredibly complex
associations that go far beyond its often-assumed role as
a female child’s plaything. Dolls appear to have played
parts in religions, sexuality and magic. Some “dolls” were
used as miniature fashion models. Others were used in
doctors’ surgeries to avoid women having to undress. Doll
parts have been found in taverns and mining camps,
brothels and military forts.
Doll parts (Ashland Quarters, Lousiana)
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Miniature animals chosen for their aesthetic charm (e.g.
dogs, horses) and messages of power (e.g. lions, pumas),
dignity, strength, courage – all attributes with which people
wish to be associated. Farm animals were always popular
ornaments, and were also manufactured as playthings.
Many animals were created, especially in wood and metal,
for Noah’s Arks. Exotic creatures, camels, elephants, were
novel and popular.

Realistic

ANIMALS
REAL
Staffordshire lion fgurine
(sellingantiques.com)

Animals were often represented as being unrealistically
and comfortingly unthreatening, friendly, “cute,” loyal,
cuddly, sweet, sending messages of affection. Many “soft
toys” were created, but few survive in archaeological
contexts. Some animals were amusing, such as frogs and
toads

Sentimental

Parian child and puppy figurine.
(Eaglemount antiques)

ANIMALS
IMAGINARY

Unicorns
Grotesques
Monsters:
Celebrity animals

Fantasy creatures such as Mickey Mouse were often
reproduced as miniatures

C18-C19 grotesque flask. (Denhams)
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PLACES
REAL

Souvenir places

PLACES
IMAGINARY

Idealised country cottages
Romantic castles

“Gift” miniature souvenirs, the Eiffel Tower, the Leaning
Tower of Pisa, are still very familiar. Their place in
archaeology only became more important as travel
increased, and they never became as important as
transfer-printed ceramics. Souvenir miniatures shrink the
world and express in concrete fashion a nostalgia, a
longing for the places they represent (Stewart 1993, xii).
The difference between a souvenir and a memento is that
the former has an intrinsic meaning – it is often labelled –
whereas the latter is given a meaning by its owner.

Ralph Mills

Staffordshire New Hall factory souvenir
money bank. (Carnegie Museum)

To people living hard lives in urban environments,
miniatures often seem to represent idealised or fantasised
pasts and presents – the “good old days” of romantic
courtly living ii castles or happy peasant life in flower-hung
cottages.

Staffordshire castle (sellingantiques.com)

BUILDINGS

Imaginary

Baby-houses
Dolls-houses
.

Baby houses and miniature rooms were originally the
playthings of the very rich. It was not until the advent of
mass-production that dolls-houses were within reach of
middle class adults and children.

Baby house. (Victoria and Albert
museum)
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Scaled-down furniture and fittings for baby houses (for
adults) and dolls houses (for children). With hundreds of
manufacturers and makers, large- and small-scale, and
many thousands of collectors, not all of whom are female,
this again is predominantly an adult preoccupation, most
miniatures being things real either too delicate or easily
swallowed to be given to children.

Baby House with miniature furniture

Real
Model technologies

Trains, automobiles. Until the advent of injection-moulded
plastics models were a craft occupation. Mass-production
of models now supplies a predominantly adult market,
despite seemingly to appeal to children.

C19th model locomotive (Denhams)

Tea sets and cooking vessels

Much has been written about these common miniatures,
and much has also been assumed. They have been touted
as examples of Victorian parents (and institutions)
teaching girls the manners and behaviours of polite
domesticity. However the reality is probably more
complicated than this. They have been identified as
instruments of oppression. Some (e.g. cauldrons) may
have magical connections. Usually identified as childrelated, there is little to suggest that these were not also
the property of adults.
Miniature “tea set.” (Greenwood museum)
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Weapons are very numerous miniatures, though this may
reflect their construction from resistant materials
(especially miniature cannons). Usually identified as
children’s playthings, miniature weapons may also have
been possessed by adults, as keepsakes, objects of
identity or for pleasure.
Ray gun (Colonial Williamsburg
Foundation)

Real

Sales samples

Cast-iron stoves
Shoes
Clothing
(often misinterpreted as playthings)

Range, sales sample (Osoyoos Museum)

THINGS
IMAGINARY

The more imaginative playthings are often fantastical or
magical devices.

Nineteenth century money bank (Daryl
Lambert Antiques)
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Miniature plants, especially flowers, were a common
decorative object, though this study has found none in the
archaeological record. Perhaps they were more
expensive, and therefore purchased by the elite and
curated.

Nineteenth century ceramic flowers
(indypottery.com)

GAMES

These miniatures are a natural development of the toy
soldiers of the eighteenth century, but have kept pace with
game playing as it embraced new technologies. Many
gaming miniatures both refer back to archaic originals and
use traditional materials in their construction, such as
pewter At the moment, game playing is a preserve of
adults and (mostly) older teens Some miniatures, like the
games in which they play roles, refer to imaginary originals
Although the figurines are usually mass produced (though
that mass can be quite small), they are often produced in
kit form, or complete but unpainted, so the gamer can
impart his or her own personality and skills on the
miniature. By definition, these miniatures are normally part
of often-complex play, but can also form part of
collections.

KITSCH

Miniatures can be deliberately of doubtful taste. There can
be few objects created that are deliberately designed to be
mocked! They will often feature over-ornate costume, twee
animals and children (or both), lush vegetation and things
thought at the time to be in slightly poor taste. Miniature
kitsch can also include (‘vulgar’) souvenirs and other
mass-produced objects, and can sometimes reflect class
prejudices and snobbery – one person’s much-admired
ornament is another’s kitsch.

C19th figurine
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BIZARRE

Despite their small size, or perhaps because of it,
miniatures can convey messages of identity and much
else (see below). Some were designed deliberately to
convey political or social messages. Perhaps the most
overt example is the output of the Anna Pottery, which
functioned for just x decades at the end of the nineteenth
century in Anna, Illinois. Unusually the miniatures were not
only symbolising their political message (pigs = corrupt
politicians) but the messages were also inscribed on the
surfaces of the miniatures with both text and for example,
maps of railroad routes The brothers expressed their
(unclear) views on temperance and their clear views on
taxation using vivid and sometimes scurrilous miniature
imagery. They were casually racist. They would have been
very surprised (or perhaps cynically unsurprised) to see
their output fetching six-figure sums in “fine art” auctions.
Camp reminds us how childlike, innocent Hummel
figurines “frolicking in pastoral and rural scenes” were
used to create a new, fresh image of Germany and its
peoples after World war II (Camp 2008, 10).
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Anna Pottery pig with map
(antiquetrader.com)

Miniatures, representational but created using bizarre or
unusual materials (e.g. cathedrals made from matches,
ships in bottles, whittling, scrimshaw). Although not massproduced, and often better described as “craft” or “folk art”
these objects do occasionally occur on archaeological
sites.

Scrimshaw leg
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Other miniatures
This already too wide-ranging study, for reasons of brevity, has to completely ignore several classes of object that could theoretically be
included as ‘miniatures’ and which have some degree of relevance to historical archaeology. These are summarised in Table II:

TABLE II: Other miniatures
Jewellery

Paintings and
engravings
Twodimensional
miniatures

Photographs
Postage stamps

Architectural
features

Gardens

Sculpture

Art

Some jewellery is designed to represent, either accurately or metaphorically, humans, flowers, animals (especially insects such as
butterflies and beetles) fairies and so on. Though much symbolism, creativity and meaning is often present in these objects, they are
beyond the scope of this project.
Unless life-sized or larger than life, all paintings, including those prehistoric paintings on the walls of caves, could be said to be are
miniature representations. There is also a class of painting that is classified as “Miniature,” the definition of which is contentious and
much-discussed in art circles. The Hilliard Society includes this “rule:” “No subject larger than life, portrait head no larger than 2"
(5cm)” (Anon, Hilliard Society web site). This is a huge subject, but also one that is unlikely to occur in a historical archaeological
context. An exception could be scrimshaw – images (and objects) engraved in (or carved from) bone or ivory by seamen.
Again, unless enlarged to life-size or beyond, all photographs mimic the human eye by being scaled-down records of reality. A
snapshot is an artefact that freezes a moment in time, and reduces it to a two-dimensional 6 x 4 rectangle. People very often prefer
this miniature image, often adjusted, manipulated, distorted, abstracted, airbrushed, softened and touched-up, to the flawed full-size
subject. On the other hand, viewers sometimes feel uncomfortable, if not repulsed, if the image is larger-than-life.
These miniatures have a utilitarian function, yet also posses a set of values related to their collectability and rarity, as well as issues
of nationalism, politics, marketing and much else.
Buildings have frequently included small-scale representations of deities and humans, as well as other images such as gargoyles.
Other than those immediately identifiable as humans and animals, it is difficult to propose that grotesques and gargoyles are scaleddown representations of anything at all!
It has been proposed that gardens “serve symbolically as miniature landscapes” (Leone, quoted by Crumley 2000, 194). Amongst
very many examples, “Venetia’s Garden” in the grounds of Newstead Abbey, Nottinghamshire, was “conceived as a miniature rocky
landscape” (Newstead Abbey online guide). While British domestic gardens tend to be based on the cottage ideal, and are often
informally crowded with flowers and shrubs, rockeries and ponds, perhaps representing the small country’s compact scenery, North
American gardens are often much more open and simple, and might represent miniature prairies or western landscapes. Following
on from this, miniature gardens, complete with bonsai miniature trees, can therefore be viewed as examples of miniature miniatures!
Ironically, having created a miniature landscape in their back yards, many spend their spare time exploring real landscapes. But
garden archaeology can be regarded as a branch of the archaeology of miniatures…
Much sculpture reduces its original in scale. However, though sculpture may occasionally occur in historical archaeological contexts,
it tends to be the preserve of the elite, and is rarely mass-produced.
Either unique or made in very limited numbers, art ceramics are in the main curated, the possessions of the elite, and would rarely
be found in archaeological contexts. There is not sufficient space here to discuss the “art” of miniatures, yet another huge subject
with implications for the historical archaeologists searching for meaning. Mack has looked at this area, using examples in the British
Museum (Mack 2007) but his wide-ranging survey often concentrates on high-status objects, many of them curated ever since their
creation. Sometimes the art of miniatures has been labelled “folk” art, but again this excludes mass-produced objects (although
these were sometimes influenced by folk idioms).
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4. Historical archaeology of miniatures: case studies
The scope of this essay allows the following case studies to represent only a mere foray into the
historical archaeology of miniatures, a brief skirmish with a few of the questions that these artefacts
raise. The first looks at some historical archaeological sites to ascertain how they have approached
miniatures, while the second examines a whole class of miniatures; those found using electronic
metal detectors.

Case Study 1: Miniatures on historical archaeological sites
Goals:
The aims of this case study were:
1. To confirm whether miniatures are recorded from historical archaeological sites;
2. To ascertain what types of miniatures were identified;
3. To survey what meanings archaeologists had given them, if any;
4. To see if any patterns of relationships became apparent.
Methodology
Information was sourced online and from within published literature. Only the first 100 online
search-engine “hits” were searched using each search term. This resulted in a fairly randomised
selection of both sites and types of record. The latter range from excavation reports and scholarly
publications, to press releases and “blogs.” This eclectic mix was deliberately chosen in order to
display a range of present-day perceptions and interpretations, from professional to lay-person. The
sites are listed below in Appendix I, Table I in alphabetical order (see page 76). The sites include
both urban and rural locations, as well as shipwrecks. Where no interpretation is given the original
report merely listed the artefacts without comment. Marbles and slates/slate pencils were recorded
in the survey where they were listed as child-related objects associated with miniatures.
The results of this preliminary survey are skewed by the various search terms the exercise
necessitated. “Miniature” and “figurine” produced overwhelmingly prehistoric or contemporary
results. “Doll” or “toy” were equally ineffective unless linked with “Victorian” or “ceramic.” This
approach will have introduced several levels of bias. But while at this stage a statistical analysis was
not considered appropriate or useful the searches did uncover a wide variety of both miniatures and
approaches to them.
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Findings
Even though preliminary, the results (Appendix I, Table I, see page 76) provide enough basic
information to enable the following cautious statements:
•

Miniatures are reported from historical archaeological sites.

•

Miniatures are regarded as more important archaeologically in the New World than in
Europe, as shown by the number of references to them in reports.

•

Although usually catalogued in standard lists of artefacts, miniatures are often regarded as
curiosities that add colour to the archaeologists’ stories and enliven media reports.

•

Miniatures have the potential to add considerably to archaeologists’ knowledge of the
people of the recent past (e.g. Sandhills Project, Alderney Edge).

•

The most common identification of miniatures is as child-related “toys.”

•

There is hardly ever any corroborating evidence that children actually did possess or play
with these artefacts, or were present on the site in question.

•

As measured by mentions in reports, the most common miniatures recorded by this survey
are ceramic dolls, followed by miniature vessels (“tea sets”).

•

The ceramic doll appears to possess wide-ranging and complex meanings. given its
contexts and spatial relationships.

•

Ceramic dolls are almost always assumed by archaeologists to be female and to have been
played with by girls, even though some are actually gender-neutral.

•

Miniatures are often grouped with marbles, which are usually assumed to have been played
with by boys.

•

Miniatures are also often grouped with slates and slate pencils, which are almost always
interpreted as having been used by children for schooling.

•

There appear to be strong relationships between some of these miniature artefacts and
taverns, bordellos/brothels, military sites and waterfront/dockland areas.

•

There appear to be relationships between miniatures and some African-American religious
activities.

•

Euro-American miniatures occur in immigrant Chinese households, prompting the question
“why?”

•

Some miniatures were associated with activities that could be described as “oppression”
and “resistance”
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In publicity and exhibitions, miniatures are often treated as entertaining objects that
principally interest children (“kid’s stuff”).

•

Very few non-ceramic miniatures were reported, the exceptions being a small number of
miniature weapons and the large number of base-metal miniatures found on the Thames
foreshore.

Discussion
The results of this survey raise a large number of questions that deserve further examination.
Reducing miniatures to curiosities
Miniatures are often regarded as being of interest mostly to children and the elderly. The
Williamsburg web site is an example of this mix of cuteness and nostalgia. An annual Williamsburg
Foundation event, The Joys of Toys:
“…delight[s] youngsters and their parents and their grandparents” with an exhibition of late
nineteenth and early twentieth century miniatures including “Miniature steamboats and
sailing ships, marching soldiers and frontier forts, and Noah’s arks with all their lions,
tigers, and bears” (Barbour 2002).
A 2007 exhibition, A child’s eye view, explored “how children re-create the adult world from their
own perspective through play and toys” but demonstrated the all-too-common confused thinking
around the meanings of these artefacts. Its introduction stated that “dollhouses, toy trains and other
playthings bring back fond memories of childhood” (my emphasis). These memories were
possessed, presumably, by adults. Yet “exhibit designers kept their young guests in mind when
creating this display. Objects have been installed at the viewing height of a 10-year-old child.” A
ten-year-old in 2007 would have no memories of these objects. And nostalgia must have been
painful for those adults with bad backs. (Anon, Williamsburg Foundation website). Stating that
“many of the toys featured in ‘A Child’s-Eye View’ replicate in miniature everyday objects found in
the adult world,” Jan Gilliam, Williamsburg’s manager of exhibition planning and associate curator
of toys suggests that “these toys brought the real world down to a size that could easily be
manipulated by children. In play, children learned useful skills but also enjoyed being in charge of
their own households, railroad yards, villages or menageries” (Anon, Williamsburg Foundation
website).
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This view of historical period childhood is again mentioned in a section of the website entitled The
Emergence of Popular Culture in Colonial America. The article quotes Carson’s once widely-held
view that
“second to their dolls, the "favorite toy of little girls" was the tea set. This toy offered the
colonial girl an opportunity to play at the enormously popular adult pastime, the tea
ceremony, which had captivated Americans from the wealthiest to the lower classes”
(Crews 2008).
These are views that Wilkie and others would hesitate to endorse. They claim that although adults
may have intended that miniatures would combine pleasure and education in the ways of the adult
world, children often imposed their own agendas on these objects (Wilkie 2000, 110).
Bly Straube, on the other hand, reflects a more contemporary view when in a Williamsburg podcast
he admitted that “It’s very hard to tease out the presence of children just looking at the material
culture…we find things like toys, but what we would call toys…to the culture they would be things
that could be traded to the Indians or little amusements for adults. But finding a shoe you know, a
tiny little shoe that has some wear on it, you know definitely know a child was present” (Hunter
2009).
Miniatures in unexpected contexts
Paige Peyton, who is researching the ghost towns of Utah for her PhD, has found that “It is not
uncommon to find toys/miniatures in this site type/vintage [abandoned mining towns in Utah
(roughly 1870s-1920s)], even though they are focused on mining. The most common of these is the
porcelain/bisque dolls leg...go figure” (Peyton 2010, pers comm). Miniatures, including ceramic
dolls’ legs, have also been found associated with mining settlements on the other side of the world
in Otago, New Zealand, though here, whilst early camps were exclusively male, Petchey has
identified documentary evidence that indicates children were present in second-generation
settlements. (Petchey 2010, pers comm). This, together with the finding of miniatures in pioneering
locations (e.g. Majewski and Noble 1999, 299) reminds us that these objects will be present in the
archaeology of even the most down-to-earth settlements, and that their meanings might be more
complicated than being merely playthings.
Imposing meanings based on contemporary attitudes
That small things can stir the feelings of archaeologists is demonstrated by McCarthy, who reported
on excavations of the Bridgehead and Courthouse sites in Minneapolis. He wrote that those
artefacts he identified as child-related were “among the most evocative, creating a strong link to the
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past residents of the project area” (McCarthy 2001, 149). This emotional link may have caused him
to postulate the presence of children even though there is no supporting documentary evidence.
“While no children were noted in the Bridgehead Site project area from documentary
sources, toys and other artefacts possibly associated with children, such as writing slates
and graphite pencils, were recovered from features on at least three of the four properties
studied: only the barbershop at 22 First Street North contained no materials clearly
associated with children, and even there, Feature 13 contained materials with the potential
to have been associated with children” (McCarthy 2001, 149).
He goes on to state that “Toys were recovered in workplace environments where children may have
been present as labourers” and this leads him to suggest that “previous considerations of workingclass childhood paint a remarkably bleak picture of material privation that may be overstated given
the presence of toys in the working environments of the Bridgehead Site”. He finds the presence of
children at another site based on an assemblage that included “doll parts, toy dishes, marbles, other
toys, and writing slate and graphite pencil fragments” and suggests that the past residents “made
distinct investments in childhood” and “apparently recognised childhood as a distinct stage of life
consistent with middle-class Victorian notions of family and home” (McCarthy 2001, 149).
However this assemblage is almost stereotypical of nineteenth century sites. Slates and pencils may
have been used by adults, especially in the workplace, both those who were already literate and
those who were learning to read and write. A much reused seventeenth century slate was found at
Jamestown (Neely 2010) and many others that have been identified as associated with schools will
actually have been used by adults. Slates and slate pencils (and a marble) were found in the inn in
which Australian bushwhacker Ned Kelly’s last stand took place (Ford 2010). The “toys” found in
working environments could have been owned by adults as mementos, keepsakes, trifles or for the
sake of nostalgia.
Making ambitious assumptions about childhood
Writing about the Rocks sites in Sydney, Australia, and joining others in suggesting that this
notorious “slum” was actually not as miserable and its population not as degenerate as was claimed
both at the time (for political reasons) and ever since (to encourage notoriety), Karskens notes that
they “yielded a great collection of manufactured toys, many of fine and unusual quality: dainty tea
sets, pretty dolls with glass eyes, lead figures such as horses, soldiers, boats and carriages, playing
pieces from games, ceramic figurines and child-sized jewellery” (Karskens 2001, 76). Karskens
goes on to suggest that:
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“An abundance of slate and slate pencils suggests that children were practising their letters
at home. These things reveal that children were not regarded by working people as ‘nonhuman’ and unimportant at all; clearly they held modern cultural notions of childhood as a
phase separate from adult life, a time of play and indulgence as well as education”
(Karskens 2001, 76).
It is quite possible that many of these slates would have been used by adults, who would have been
quite happy to see children working, rather than playing or learning to write, and other authors
would disagree that the distinctiveness of child-and adulthood is made “clear” by the artefacts found
here (see below, page 41)
Spatial relationships and challenges in dating miniatures
There appears to be a spatial relationship between miniatures and the edges of rivers and harbours
(admittedly based so far on a very small number of examples). Whilst San Francisco has produced a
large number of ceramic dolls (Anon 2002), significant numbers of metallic miniatures have been
extracted from the shoreline of the River Thames in London, mostly by metal detectorists. These
parallel those discovered over the rest of Britain that have been recorded by the UK Portable
Antiquities Scheme (see Case Study 2, below, page 34). Studied by Forsyth and Egan (Forsyth and
Egan 2005) these “chance finds” have repeatedly been regarded as “medieval” and identified as
“toys” (Egan 1998), and have often been used as parallels by other archaeologists.
As most of these artefacts are from unstratified or non-archaeological contexts, dating them has
relied on their resemblance to firmly-dated full-sized objects. Most have been dated “medieval,”
based on their resemblance to medieval originals. However, some at least might be deliberately
archaic in form, just as miniatures have been in subsequent centuries and indeed often are in the
present. This is evidenced by some pewter miniatures from the wreck of the Severn (Lukezic 2010)
that represented originals already archaic in the 1770s and resemble some of the “medieval”
objects from the Thames.
A second issue is the identification of these miniatures as “medieval children’s playthings” (Egan
1998). Given current thinking that there was little differentiation between child- and adulthood until
the end of the nineteenth century (see below, page 45) it is possible likely that these portable
miniatures were owned and lost/discarded by adults, which goes some way to explaining their
presence in what was at the time an industrial environment. The miniatures may have also
possessed meanings (e.g nostalgia, identity) other than play.
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Low numbers of non-ceramic miniatures
Case Study 2 (below, page 34) confirms that metal miniatures are indeed present in historical
archaeological contexts. That few non-ceramic miniatures were reported in this survey of
excavations could be due to a number of factors:
1. Bias in the search methodology;
2. Prior activities of metal detectorists;
3. Soil conditions that promoted decay of non-ceramic materials;
4. Excavation methodologies (but other metal objects were recorded);
5. Different patterns of use and discard – metal miniatures were often portable objects, whilst
ceramic objects generally remained in the household;
6. Smaller numbers of originals (but there were very many “toy soldiers” manufactured);
7. Better survival in curated collections;
8. Recycling of metals (especially lead).
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Case study 2: Cannons, cauldrons, and coffins: miniatures in the
Portable Antiquities Scheme database
Introduction
The Portable Antiquities Scheme (PAS) aims to link the activities of people using metal detectors
with more formal archaeology. In a non-judgemental manner, it asks people to record their finds,
and assists with their identification. It is building an online-accessible and searchable database of
these finds. By definition, because artefacts found using metal detectors are unstratified, and
sometimes come from disturbed deposits like plough-soil and beaches, the dating of these finds
depends not on context (though some are found near known archaeological sites) but on parallels
and in some cases form. What results is an approximately random selection of artefacts – the
detectorists do not work in statistical patterns, but choose sites that are accessible or where they
have obtained permission. The artefacts are also, naturally, biased towards metal objects. The PAS
database at present consists of 571,689 objects.
Goals
Historical period miniatures are under-reported because, it is suggested, they are often associated
with near-surface deposits. This, however, is the region most often accessed by metal detectorists.
The aims in surveying the PAS database were:
1. To ascertain if indeed miniatures were a commonly-discovered artefact;
2. To examine what types and patterns of artefacts emerged from the database;
3. to examine how miniatures were interpreted and what dates were assigned to them.
Methodology
The database was searched several times using different search terms with which the artefacts are
tagged:
1. Miniature object
2. Toy + medieval
3. Toy + post-medieval
4. Toy + modern
5. Figurine + medieval
6. Figurine + post-medieval
7. Figurine + modern
8. Pipe tamper
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These searches identified 757 objects (0.13 per cent of the total).
Results
1. Miniature object (14 records)

(See Appendix II, Table I, page 90) This search only resulted in 14 objects that were relevant to this
study (i.e. listed as “medieval,” “post-medieval” or “modern.” Three were also tagged as “toy” so
also occured in search 2. It may be that a few of the miniature objects listed as earlier might in fact
belong to the period of this study. This paucity of objects is presumably because “miniature” is not
believed to be a significant identifier.
2. “Toy” (435 records)

(See Appendix II, Table II, page 90) These objects were tagged “Medieval” (33), “Post-Medieval”
(369) and “Modern” (33). All these artefacts are included in the analysis, despite the period covered
by this study being effectively post-medieval and modern, because, it is suggested, it is impossible
confidently to date many, if not most, of them if they are not associated with a sealed and dated
deposit. The objects recovered using metal detectors are rarely so dateable, unless they have been
found as part of an archaeological excavation. It is also suggested elsewhere in this paper that some
“toys” identified as “Medieval” actually date from much later.
3. Figurine

To avoid the many Roman and other pre-Medieval figurines in the database the following tags were
searched for:
(a) Medieval (97 records):
It is assumed that most of the objects in this category predate period spanned by this study, but they
are included because some of the “toys” in the database (search 1) are also dated “Medieval.”
However, the difference between these figurines and those figurines tagged post-medieval and
modern is dramatic, with the majority of the medieval figurines representing religious originals.
Religious subjects:

42.3 per cent

Female subjects:

12.4 per cent

Male subjects:

12.4 per cent

Other subjects:

21.6 per cent

Unidentified:

10.3 per cent
(rounding error 1 per cent)
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(b) Post Medieval (78 records)
(See Appendix II, Table III, page 91) A large proportion of these figurines were either identified just
as “figurine” (23.1 per cent) or were unidentifiable (10.2 per cent). Of the remainder, the most
numerous types were female (14.1 per cent) and male (12.8 per cent). Only ones or twos were found
of other types apart from birds (5.1 per cent, or 11.5 per cent if other identified birds were
included), Negroid figurines (5.1 per cent), religious subjects (3.8 per cent), copulating couples (3.8
per cent), and eagles (3.8 per cent). The various identified animals added up to 10.2 per cent. A
mermaid, a baby, and a wooden female figurine were included in the single examples.
(c) Modern (24 records)
The number of figurines tagged “Modern” was too small to show any real trends, and even if they
were added to the “post-Medieval” group, would not affect the results. Many of the subjects were
the same as the earlier group, with the addition of two pugilists and a reproduction (in cast iron) of
the “Venus of Willendorf” (a miniature of a miniature?).
4. Pipe tampers (109 records)

(See Appendix II, Table IV, page 92) Although pipe tampers are primarily and necessarily small in
order to function, this specialised and utilitarian type of miniature is included in this survey
because:
(a) It post-dates the large-scale introduction of tobacco pipes, so can provide a useful terminus
post quem;
(b) It reflects the (mostly male?) thinking, tastes and attitudes of pipe smokers;
(c) It displays themes (e.g. the female leg) that occur other, non-utilitarian, miniatures;
(d) It is found across the colonised world (e.g. Hume 1991, 310).
The database includes at least 109 examples (a few, e.g.YORYM-048127, may have been tagged as
“figurine”). The most common type depicts a miniature claw hammer. Male figurines include a
single priapic erotic figurine, while female figurines include three erotic designs. Other
erotic/bawdy examples are couples engaged in sexual intercourse – decorously referred to by Hume
as “amorous couples” (Hume 1991, 311) – female leg and naked Venus. Mainstream subjects
include cockerels, patriotic figures, bellows, St George and the dragon, birds, Britannia, and other
familiar symbols of the period. Pipe tampers were made of a wide range of materials – these records
only represent metallic versions (Chevalier, 2004).
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Findings
This material clearly demonstrates that miniatures (significantly biased towards metal artefacts by
the method of detection) occur in a variety of contexts, many of which are likely to be historical
archaeologically significant. The case study reveals problems in dating objects purely from parallels
that do not consider other aspects such as context. It is also suggested that some/many objects
identified as playthings are actually miniatures intended for adults. They were perhaps mementos,
souvenirs or objects that provided identity. It is also suggested that “medieval” can, in the absence
of corroborating evidence, actually encompass a period from medieval to modern.

Discussion
After analysis of the PAS database, a number of metal detector web sites, chosen randomly, were
browsed. This was a frustrating process, because many sites include tantalising photographs of
potentially significant but unidentified miniature artefacts about which little is revealed (e.g. Fig.
11).

Figure 11: A metal detectorist’s “haul”.
(Photograph,Dixie Metal Detectors)

Others mention miniatures but these are not described or illustrated. The reporting of these artefacts
is also heavily dependent on whether the individual finder feels they are interesting or curious
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enough. Like the PAS database, detectorists tend to concentrate on “treasure” rather than massproduced historical period miniatures. Those detectorists based in the UK listed artefacts that fitted
well within the above lists, with the usual preponderance of miniature cannons. North American and
Australian web sites included generally less varied ranges of miniature finds.
Suspect meanings
Presumably following the guidance provided by museums and other authorities, many miniatures in
this survey were identified as “toys” and as “medieval.” Little if any attention is given to the
meanings attached to these objects, and their exact locations and spatial relationships are hardly
ever reported (or recorded?). The identification and interpretation of many of these miniatures as
playthings is suspect. For example, miniature tripod cauldrons are common “casual finds” identified
as “toys,” presumably interpreting them as an element of miniature domestic play. However a quick
online search found that references to cauldrons in the past more often mentioned “magic” than
cooking. Were cauldrons really being used as domestic cooking vessels in large numbers in the
early modern period? Cauldrons (Fig. 12) may already have been archaic by the time these “toys”
were made. Perhaps cauldrons meant something other than a cooking vessel to people in
“medieval” and early modern times? The same could be suggested of miniature cannons and other
“old-fashioned” weapons. It is often suggested that some of these miniature weapons were fired
using black powder. Was this dangerous activity carried out by children or adults? These are
questions for separate studies, but they raise issues that are surely highlighted by the presence of
two miniature coffins amongst the “toys.” If these were “playthings,” what games did they inspire?

Figure 12: Miniature cauldron in Museum of London collection.
(Illustration, the author)

Those miniatures listed in the PAS database represent a tiny proportion of the whole “collection,”
but this may be because they are not regarded as particularly valuable or interesting, and detectorists
may not keep them or bother recording or reporting them. If properly recorded, these artefacts could
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have not only shed quantitative light on contexts (i.e. what was there, who lived there, what they
did, the gender and age mix etc) but also qualitative information (what the people thought, how they
spent their leisure time, their politics/religion/ethnicity/attitudes to sex etc). This is potentially a far
more archaeologically valuable source than the thousands of coins and other “treasures” the
database lists.
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5. Discussion
Human behavior and social relationships are intrinsically more interesting than objects. In
fact they are the context that gives objects their meaning, but archaeologists are left with
the residue of behavior
(Yentsch 1983, 117)

Small things, big issues
Miniatures made from materials resistant to rapid decay such as metal and ceramics are found in
archaeological deposits all over the world. Many others made from organic materials will have
existed but since decayed. In the context of the recent past, several issues arise from this:
(a) Many “recent” deposits are not regarded as archaeologically significant or important in the
traditional sense because they are disturbed, redeposited or unsealed. Investigators have
removed and discarded

“over-burden” (often as hard-core rubble) using mechanical

excavators in their haste to reach the “stratified” deposits below. Yet, as work in the US has
shown, even material that has been removed in bulk from its original location and tipped
into distant landfill can provide valuable information about the lives of people who lived in
now-vanished sites.
(b) Because of the low significance given to “topsoil,” the activities of metal detectorists have
become widely tolerated in exchange for information on location and the opportunity to
catalogue artefacts. However, this results in large numbers of artefacts whose locations are
known, but not their contexts. It also potentially results in inaccurate dating and
interpretation. Detectorists tend to label miniatures from the recent past as interesting,
nostalgic or amusing curiosities, since they are not as intrinsically valuable to them (in both
monetary and antiquarian senses) as coinage, jewellery and objects of gold and silver.
Detecting also creates an obvious bias towards metal artefacts. Detecting also blindly
extracts artefacts from possible contextual relationships.
(c) Millions of miniatures were manufactured. Many will have been discarded in situations
where archaeologists have not been present. Others will have been lost on sites where the
“overburden” was ignored in the race to reach earlier deposits. Many base-metal miniatures
will have decayed in hostile environments, and very few miniatures made from wood,
ivory, textiles have survived.
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(d) Until recently, little value has been attached to the recent past, especially around the

seemingly still-mute under-classes, despite yesterday being as unrecoverable and
mysterious as prehistory. This low status has become associated with artefacts associated
with the recent past. It has been left to collectors to study them, with resulting biases
towards rarity-value, nostalgia and physical condition. Little attention, if any, is given to the
meanings attached to these objects by their original and subsequent owners.

Toys and the miniature archaeology of childhood.
When I am grown to man’s estate
I shall be very proud and great,
And tell the other girls and boys
Not to meddle with my toys.
Robert Louis Stevenson
Historical sites often produce artefacts identified by archaeologists as “toys,” be they “dolls,
ceramic tea sets, animal figures, tiny knights and soldiers of lead, corroded white metal six shooters,
and child-sized tools,” many of which are small-scale versions of adult objects (Ingersoll et al 1992,
427). These artefacts are important because “as instruments of enculturation and of cultural change,
[toys] both reveal and conceal relations of technology, social roles, statuses, and important cultural
values, themes, and symbols” (Ingersoll et al 1992, 428).
Various definitions of “toy” allow the description’s application to a wide range of objects. For
example Collins English Dictionary defines toy as:
(a) an object designed to be played with
(b) something that is a nonfunctioning replica of something else, esp a miniature one (e.g.) a
toy guitar
(c) any small thing of little value; trifle
(d) something small or miniature, esp a miniature variety of a breed of dog (e.g.) a toy poodle
Michals quotes Samuel Johnson, for whom “toy” was “a petty commodity; a trifle; a thing of no
value; a plaything or a bauble”; any small, cheap object such as a bangle, buckle, or bauble sold by
a traveling peddler or “toyman” to both children and adults” (Michals 2008, 32).
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Hume, writing in the 1960s, surveys “toys” (children’s playthings) in his influential Artifacts of
Colonial America, and lists ceramic dolls-house furnishings, coloured clay figurines, dolls, guns
(“dear to the heart of boys”) and lead soldiers. He suggests dating these finds by assuming they
match the object they represent. However he does admit his observations are based on “little hard
fact and much supposition” (Hume 1991). Meanwhile the nineteenth century output of the
American Marble & Toy Manufacturing Company in Ohio included not only ceramic and glass
marbles, but also a range of miniatures (Fig. 13) that included ceramic animals, miniature ladies
boots, “little brown jugs” and other objects that the American Toy Marble Museum calls “children’s
toys” but which probably were aimed at adult sensibilities (American Toy Marble Museum web
site).

Figure 13: Products of the The American Marble & Toy Manufacturing Co, Akron, Ohio
(Photograph, American Toy Marble Museum)

Archaeologists and toys
While “toy” then is perhaps a fluid concept, dependent on context rather than the physicality of the
object (Crawford 2009, 62), archaeologists still tend to restrict their interpretations, perhaps for
sentimental or nostalgic reasons, to toys being children’s playthings, mostly because of their size
(Baxter 2005, 46). Baxter, a keen advocate of the archaeology of children, wrote confidently that
“toys and children's playthings are a useful category of material culture to consider in an
archaeological study of children and socialization. Toys carry meanings that relate to both the
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"imperial practices of adults" and the "native practices of children” and in most cultural settings
they are used exclusively or primarily by children” (Baxter 2008, 41; my emphasis).
Against a background of a period when childhood, or at least attitudes toward childhood, were
changing dramatically, archaeologists’ interpretation of it are static. If working-class childhood was
changing (in theory) from a period of forced labour to a period of play and learning, then surely
adults’ attitudes towards their own childhoods would also alter. Few adults would feel nostalgia and
a wish to connect with the harsh reality of a poverty-stricken childhood. As childhood gradually
became more fun, so adults would more often remember it (accurately or creatively) with affection
and wish to reconnect with it. “Parents inevitably draw – in repetition or reaction – on their own
experiences as children and hence on earlier models of child-rearing” (Sánchez-Eppler 2005, xx).
It is likely that our present conceptions of childhood, play and playthings during the last three or
four centuries are inaccurate. Play has changed. Four hundred years ago, playing “cockstele,” a
game then seemingly accepted and unremarked upon by adults, children got great fun from killing
chickens by burying them up to their necks and throwing stones at their heads. Today, such
behaviour would (and does) create a storm of revulsion, protest and societal soul-searching. Until
the eighteenth century, and probably later, childhood may not have existed as a separate entity from
adulthood (Michals 2008, 29). Sánchez-Eppler suggests that the changes were uneven, and quotes
Chudacoff, who argued that “age only becomes a meaningful form of classification at the end of the
nineteenth century” (Sánchez-Eppler 2005, xxxi).
Toys, trifles and trinkets
An advertisement from the 1777 New York Royal Gazette that lists miniature soldiers as “Christmas
Presents for the young folks” (Lukezic 2010, 241). However the 1765 inventory of the shop of a
Boston silversmith, which includes a large number of “toys,” does not confirm the ages of its
customers (Lukezic 2010, 241). Fawdry and Fawdry wrote that there were, in the eighteenth
century, “numerous references to ‘toyshops’ in advertisements,” but they go on to note that “a toy
meant any trifle or curiosity.” Toyshops that provided furniture and “babies” for baby-houses
certainly existed for most of the seventeenth century, but baby-houses, at least during the eighteenth
century, were rarely intended as playthings for children (Fawdry and Fawdry 1979, 170).
Some writers suggest that childhood was unlikely to involve solitary play before the mid nineteenth
century:
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“The toy moved late to the nursery, that from the beginning it was adults who made toys,
and not only with regard to their other invention, the child. The fashion doll, for example,
was a plaything of adult women before it was the plaything of the child” (Stewart 1993,
57).
Chudacoff also notes that before the nineteenth century:
“In most regions of the colonies, the term “toy” meant something frivolous or
inconsequential—an object that could amuse an adult or a child but which was not
exclusively reserved for children. What existed then and might today be considered as
formal toys, such as dolls (usually imported from Europe), carved soldiers, animal
figurines, and miniature houses, were mostly intended for ornamental purposes and
belonged to families of means” (Chudacoff 2007, 26).
Perhaps the “toys” found in Lincoln and Market Harborough and dated to the seventeenth and early
eighteenth centuries might be more typical of the “playthings” of that period. They included tipcats,
whipping tops, balls, partially whittled sticks (some hollowed), hollowed bovine horn tips, game
pieces, musical tubes, bats and a puck. Mann identified these as “children's street toys…part of the
ephemeral, often home-made toys which are the material culture of childhood” (Mann 2008, 65).
Miniatures are absent from this list.
One view is that by the middle of the nineteenth century parental involvement had increased
(McCarthy 2001,149) and toys were now used “to prepare children for crucial social roles” (Sardar
1998, Praetzellis and Praezellis 1992). Children who up to then had made their own social play,
now became solitary consumers (Michals 2008, 31). Wilkie, on the other hand, suggests that
children, rather than being passive consumers, continued to exercise agency and created their own
activities and spaces (Wilkie 2000, 110). There may have been active resistance to adult pressures,
with deliberate destruction or discarding of playthings.
The Victorian studio photograph and the toy as prop
One source of misinformation about toys is their presence in contemporary photographs. Almost
every nineteenth century child photographer used gender-appropriate toys as props, (Fig. 14) either
for aesthetic effect or to keep children quiet (better perhaps than tincture of opium, another
suggested pacifier). It is often assumed that the doll or steam engine belonged to the subject, and
suitable stories are invented about them, such as: “X, pictured with her favourite doll.” From this
grew the myth that no Victorian child would ever be complete without his or her favourite “toy.”
Another issue is that many photographs that have survived, especially those including Christmas
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scenes, were of the elite. Few others could afford or wanted to record the family gathered around a
tree beneath which was heaped a veritable mountain of toys, perhaps an indication of parental status
rather than childish joy.

Figure 14: Nineteenth century photographs of children with props.
(Photographs Denver Public Library, Rootsweb, PhotoTree)

Adults and toys
Adults use toys to play with themselves, to demonstrate their own status, to bond with or
coerce children, to encourage desired behaviours. Some “adult” toys are identical to
“children’s” toys
(Karp 2009, 120)
Crawford makes a strong case for a toy/plaything often being part of the material culture of the
adult world, as a “curated object of memory,” a relic of childhood, something collected. “Even
objects which were created with the intention of being toys may not be toys at all or, indeed, at any
stage of their use” (Crawford 2009, 63). Dolls, for example, may be preserved as heirlooms and
mementos (Pritchett and Allen 1983, 332)
This leads to the inevitability that a particular miniature, stereotypically and lazily identified as a
child’s plaything, may not have been, and “had adult, non-toy functions” “even when associated
with children” (Crawford 2009, 61).
Reliving childhood
Childhood, often seen from the present at a distance “as it were at the other end of a tunnel”
(Stewart 1993, 44) is a period with which many wish to reconnect.
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The word “evocative” is used repeatedly in this context (e.g. McCarthy 2001, 149). Usually the
author does not then grace us with a modifier that identifies what is being evoked, and the reader
has to assume this is meant to be the evoker’s childhood. For example:
“One of the most evocative places I know is the Bethnal Green Museum of Childhood, an
interesting title since it is a museum of toys. What is so evocative about this museum is the
ease with which you can tell the social, military and economic history of the country from
looking at the toys. Now that is not a function of childhood, it's a function of adults wanting
to imprint their ideas, aspirations and ideals on children” (Sardar 1998).
Contemporary writers often displayed their feelings towards objects today interpreted as childrelated. “I love toys!” wrote Sala at the end of a lengthy and highly enthusiastic description of
“toys” available in the Lowther Arcade in London He also ruefully lists several examples of
commodification (“Uncle Buncle's Noah's ark, Peter Parley's balls, or Jenny Lind's Doll's
mansion”). Sala also observes that:
“I have seen a man – one of those men who were he but five-and-twenty you would
immediately feel inclined to call, mentally, an old fellow – enter Lowther Arcadia by the
Strand, looking as savage, as ill-tempered, as sulky as the defendant in a breach-of-promise
case, dragging rather than leading a child; but I have seen him emerge ten minutes
afterwards with an armful of toys looking sunny with good humour” (Sala 1859).
But these are adult recollections. Archaeologists cannot assume that children were actually as
enthusiastic about these objects!
One type of relationship between adults and toys can be demonstrated by HG Wells, an avowed
pacifist who was nevertheless also an enthusiastic wargamer (and is claimed as “the father of
wargaming”) who wrote a book on floor games (Wells 1911) and described his “strange alternative
world of wargaming with toy soldiers: a game for boys from twelve years of age to one hundred and
fifty and for that more intelligent sort of girl who likes boys' games and books” (Wells, 1913).

Problems around “play” and “playthings”
An example of the confused thinking around miniatures found on historical archaeological sites can
be seen in a 1993 paper examining “toys” from an important site, Los Peñasquitos ranch in
California (Mirsky 1993). The author treats all such finds as children’s playthings. The finds are
poorly illustrated, but it is obvious in the context of this essay that some, especially the earlier
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“toys” could have been the property of adults. Mirsky raises the valid question of why ceramic
“doll” parts dominate the assemblage, and decides this is because only girls were present. She does
not ask if the “doll” that was hidden inside a pipe might suggest an element of resistance or ritual
was present (although admittedly children do often poke their playthings into strange places). Yet
again, a female doll leg is present (it seems that a complete thesis could be written on the
occurrence of female “doll” legs on historical archaeological sites). It is unusually fat (adult?).
Mirsky then quotes someone who had lived as a child at the location who remembered that they had
no time for play, and had no toys, and assumes that this means that all toys predate this resident.
Archaeologists will make confident statements such as “Children played in this yard from the early
19th century through the 1960s or 1970s” (Akin House project 2009) based on the discovery of
material evidence interpreted as “playthings.” This type of statement is normally unchallenged
because most adults can happily visualise, sentimentalise and/or romanticise children’s play in the
past. In a sense people want to populate the past with children cheerfully playing, rather than
surviving, or not, grinding poverty, endless labour, disease, violence, sexual abuse and all the
various horrors of childhood in the seventeenth, eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. The presence
of children in the past is also good PR in the present – the media love anything associated with
childhood, and visitors (and financial donors) queue up to coo over old “toys.”
On the other hand, adult play is more complex and mysterious and sometimes disturbing. The fact
that lonely men may have carried dolls legs with them as sexual symbols, or that lonely adult
women may have collected miniature tea sets, is not as charming and innocent a vision of the past.
Were dolls in brothels the playthings of children, or objects of comfort for (often very young)
prostitutes? The presence of slates and slate pencils may have indicated poverty or rationality (why
use expensive paper when a slate is endlessly reusable?) or even resistance to oppression (slaves
were sometimes forbidden to become literate, so used slates to learn how to read) rather than happy
children sitting in folksy schoolrooms learning to write. The presence of marbles may have
indicated adult board games such as Solitaire (Fig. 15) and Chinese Checkers rather than jolly boys
playing in the dust.
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Figure 15: Nineteenth century solitaire board with marbles, Fort Steele, British
Columbia.
(Photograph, the author)

Because this stereotyping is so common amongst historical archaeologists it is unfair to focus on an
individual. So Petchey should not be abashed that, in his excavation reports, he several times lists
objects as “child’s miniature teacup,” “children’s toys,” “children’s marbles,” “school slates”
“child’s china doll.” He concludes that the latter “confirms that children were present on the site”
(Petchey 1997, 2007, 2009). He is possibly correct, especially when the objects are directly
associated with child-sized shoes and alphabet plates, but all of these objects have also, quite
commonly, been used by and possessed by adults (and adults have been known to preserve their
children’s shoes and other objects as keepsakes).
While researching “Frozen Charlotte” dolls, Engmann “moved to a perspective that contends that
the presence of dolls/figurines reveals more about the adults that purchase them, than the children
themselves.” She suggests that “dolls/figurines do not necessarily reflect elite or middle class
Victorian based ideologies” (Engmann 2007).
Historical archaeologists fall back too often on the methodology of their archaeological forbears in
creating types and sticking to them. So something small is a “toy,” and if it’s there in the soil, ergo
children lived here. There are nearly 500 artefacts labelled “toy” in the Portable Antiquities
Scheme, and they’ve been so identified by a handful of experts. And yet most of the objects could
have been owned by adults. Many, indeed, are pretty uninspiring playthings – bits of flat lead or
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pewter. Others, for example many of the “toy” weapons, are too small to be played with in a
meaningful manner (especially at a time when much play was very physically active).
A much-referred-to UK curriculum “toys resource pack” is a good example of what can go wrong.
It states that:
“Just like every child wanting a Buzz Lightyear today in the post medieval period the most
popular toy was the jointed doll and the toy musket. These finds clearly contradict the
traditional view that in the Middle Ages there was no childhood in the sense that we
understand it today” (Dennis 2007, 3).
This unquestioningly echoes Egan’s view (Egan 1998) which runs counter to many others who
would suggest that childhood would indeed have been very different in the “Middle Ages.”
Another teaching resource, North American this time, states confidently that:
“Pieces of ceramic dolls, especially limbs and heads, are the most common relic of
Victorian childhood. The majority of eighteenth-century toys were miniature versions of
well-known objects and similar dates can be used for them, especially for items such as
dollhouse furnishings and tea sets. Occasionally, doll pieces can connote magical practices”
(Chisholm et al, 2007).
Toys out of context
The presence of apparently child-related objects in unusual, male-only or adult-only past
environments can be explained in a number of ways, and the phenomenon cautions us to beware of
making judgements based solely on our own cultural norms or our own experiences and/or
prejudices. Pershey reminds us that “we should not take the presence of artefacts now normally
related with a certain age/gender to actually prove their presence. Neville Ritchie, working in
Central Otago in the 1980s, found perfume bottles in several Chinese miners' hut sites, where there
were almost certainly no women” (Petchey 2010, pers comm).
Perhaps:
(a) The environment was not as “macho” as archaeologists often imagine. It has previously
been noted that some isolated male-only communities indulged in tea-drinking
“ceremonies” using delicate, fine china. Today, almost every garbage truck sports a soft toy
or two tied to its radiator grille. These child-related miniature cuddly animals not only
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emphasise (by contrast) the masculinity of the “operatives,” but also tell us that they have a
soft side to them as well as a manly sense of humour.
(b) Just as today many collectors of child-related artefacts explain their passion as a process of
connectivity with childhood, so in the past often lonely males/adults may have cherished
childhood memories, real or imagined.
(c) Male-dominated environments often encourage scurrilous or bawdy sexuality, either overtly
with an element of bravado, or furtively or secretly. Female dolls or female symbols such as
ceramic legs or “rude” pipe tampers could connect men with a sexuality they are denied.
(d) Feminised or childish play provides a relief from the rigours of pioneering, military or early
mining and forestry.
In questioning the role of miniatures previously identified as children’s playthings this study does
not in any way underestimate the importance of understanding the place of children within
historical archaeology. It echoes other authors in recognising that the study of children in
archaeology has been neglected or under-valued (Baxter 2005 and others she cites). There is a
wealth of documentary evidence that supports the assertion that some children, especially those of
the elite, played with dolls and other miniatures from the seventeenth century onwards, if not before
(e.g. Fritzsch and Bachmann 1965, Fraser 1966, Culff 1969 and many others).
However this survey of miniatures does suggest that the separation of childhood and adulthood, as
measured by miniature “playthings,” is not clear-cut. It also posits that some archaeologically
relevant (in that they might influence the interpretation of archaeological evidence) adult
behaviours, such as the material culture of adult play, collecting and sexuality (especially amongst
single sex and adult-only communities) have also not been sufficiently recognised within historical
archaeology. As is usual in archaeology, such questioning not only fails to provide sufficient
answers, but also raises further questions worthy of further research.
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Collecting, another conundrum!
Humanity can be divided into two parts: those who collect and the others.
(Marilynn Gelfmann Karp)
A collection is a device for the “objectification of desire” (Stewart 1993, xii). The urge of humans
to collect is not a modern phenomenon that emerged from nothing in the nineteenth century but has
always been present (Pearce 1994,1995). However it became much more widespread with the
connected developments of mass-production, commodification and affluence. Collecting of
miniatures in large numbers by the well-off was so common as to be unremarkable by the end of the
nineteenth century (e.g the Florence Babbitt collection in Minneapolis), and there is no reason to
doubt that smaller numbers of collected miniatures accumulated in the homes of the middle classes
and those working class people with a little disposable income.
There was an old woman named Babbitt
Who gathered up dishes from habit
If you have an old dish, she’ll nab it.
(Anon 2010)
In historical archaeological contexts, it is rarely suggested that a particular assemblage might
represent part of a collection. This is perhaps due to assumptions that collections have to be large,
consist of identical or duplicate objects (e.g. model cars), reflect high status (e.g. museums or
cabinets of curiosities) or be eccentric (e.g. Carmichael 1971). It is ironic that archaeologists who as
part of their profession collect artefacts should rarely recognise collections them in the field, and
perhaps it speaks of elitism that archaeologists hoard factory-manufactured Samian bowls, but
apportion little value to factory-produced fairings or ceramic dolls. That collections of miniatures
are archaeologically recognisable and valuable is demonstrated by the Sandhills Project, which
excavated “working-class” cottages in an Alderley Edge mining community, and was able to throw
unexpectedly detailed light on at least one past resident by discovering evidence of her collection of
ceramics and by not dismissing them as mere curiosities (Casella 2004).
A slave may have collected a few “meaningless” objects to provide an element of identity. A poor
old woman may have collected a few cheap dolls to create a fantasy childhood. Someone may have
collected marbles just because they are decorative objects. Pearce calls collections narratives of
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experience, and objects kinds of fiction where “values are created out of rubbish” which people use
to communicate and remember experience and to build self-knowledge. “Each collector partly
defines him/herself by what is collected” (Karp 2006, 27). Through them adults “play games and
experience magical transformations: we are all the heroes of our collections” (Pearce 1995, 412).
“Collections are about recollection. Collections exclude the world and are symbolic of it” (Karp
2006, 11). They “convey satisfaction and confer serenity upon the collectors who accumulate them”
“Knickknacks…are highly heterogeneous in stylistic and quality connotations – a
Woolworth hobnail milk glass or ten-cent-store figurine (low status traditional) is very
different from a Steuben Glass owl or dolphin (high status modern) or from Royal Doulton
and Hummel figures (high status traditional)” (Leeds-Hurwitz 1993, 150).
While people today use online social networking, amongst other facets of daily life, to display
information about themselves, in the recent past, the social medium was the parlour, or whatever
space was frequented by visitors to the household (Fig. 16) . Here they would gain an impression of
not only the status of those who lived here, but also their wealth, their political views, their sense of
humour, their intellect, their piety, their sexuality, their fashionability. A variety of material objects
were used to convey this information, as well as the overall effect of the space. But few
communicated as directly as miniatures. “Miniaturizing gave consumers the power to display a vast
range of symbols on their mantel: it was not uncommon for a Victorian home to showcase
Presidential, historical, Classical, natural, popular, and colonial motifs simultaneously” (Mullins
2000).

Figure 16: Victorian parlour, with crowded mantelpiece.
(Photograph, Staffordhire.com)
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These little-studied mantelpiece collections, “a great array of sentimental figurines of poodles,
cottages, lambs, ladies, and angels sheltering little children under their wings” (Karskens 2001, 76)
were arranged to shape people’s surroundings, to display order and disorder and to communicate
messages and important meanings (Leeds-Hurwitz 1993, 132; Davidson 2004, 102). The choices
(“judicious consumerism”) made by individuals in acquiring toys and especially decorative objects
such as ceramic figurines and bric-a-brac provide information that can shed light on issues such as
resistance to racism (Davidson 2004, 102). But bric-a-brac has suffered because of its present-day
associations. It is faintly looked down upon these days, and books on, for example, English massproduced pottery, catalogue and describe wares, discuss modellers and potters and dates and
monetary values, but rarely ask what the originals did. The potential roles of these objects can
nevertheless “objectify the self” by demonstrating the owner's “power, vital erotic energy, and place
in the social hierarchy”, by “revealing the continuity of the self through time, by providing foci of
involvement in the present, mementos and souvenirs of the past, and signposts to future goals” as
well as placing individuals in social networks “as symbols of valued relationships”
(Csikszentmihalyi 1993, 23). Archaeologists perhaps forget that these objects can recall friendships,
and that “tokens of remembrance, respect and love typically have trivial intrinsic value, and the
labor invested in them is usually voluntary” (Csikszentmihalyi 1993, 28). Reminding us that
“meaningfulness…often has little to do with exchange value”, Mullins suggests that “reducing these
goods to frivolous ornaments disregards that even a seemingly "whimsical" object can harbor a
penetrating, yet oblique, social commentary” (Mullins 2001, 159).

What might miniatures tell the historical archaeologist?
Consumption
Archaeology offers a critical mechanism to assess the politics of consumption across time
and space, and it certainly reveals both significant similarities and profound differences
between consumers in the past and present
(Mullins 2004b, 208).
Archaeologists know little about how people acquired miniatures. They are listed in the manifests
of some ships, and in the stocks of a small number of shops, but the wares of peddlers, markettraders and the like have rarely survived in detail. (Fig. 17). Historians of toys for example tend to
reuse the same short list of sources (e.g. Fritzsch and Bachmann 1965; Culff 1969; Fraser 1972;
Fawdry and Fawdry 1979). Millions of miniatures were sold, but much about the trade in these
small things has truly been forgotten.
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Figure 17: Hawkers peddling miniatures.
Note that the caption to the right-hand image speaks of “ornaments.”
(Images, left plasterofparis.com, right Staffordshire.com)

Paraphrasing Mullins (Mullins 2006, 63) we could look at material consumption patterns among
middle-class consumers and probe how these consumers were attempting to conform to class
ideology and construct themselves as middle-class. We could do this among any collective and
examine how different groups would likely see the same standardized things in particular ways that
reflect their distinctive class positions. This shifts the intellectual question of class away from a
mechanical analysis of working-class consumers alone and instead positions all consumers along a
dynamic class continuum.
Class
The archaeologists' probing trowel has a way of finding these forgotten men and women
(Orser 1996, 181)
Anxious that the subaltern should not be erased from the past, Orser believes “that giving voice to
the otherwise voiceless is the rightful destiny of historical archaeology” (Orser 1996, 178). The
deliberate bias in this study towards the material culture of the subaltern is a result of the dynamics
of mass-production, the growth of urban populations and because the sites investigated by historical
archaeologists were more often than not inhabited by the mute “underclasses.” While the homes of
working people were often shoddily constructed and short-lived, the palaces and grand villas of the
elites have frequently survived, and the expensive high-status objects they contained during recent
centuries have been curated, if not in their original locations, by circulating amongst a small, closed
group of dealers and collectors. Thus those miniatures that graced the well-polished shelves and
“cabinets of curiosities” of the wealthy were highly unlikely to be dropped down a privy or
disposed of in a rubbish pit, or accidentally lost in a crevice by playing children (but see Newman,
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2005, for elite underfloor contexts). If the things that belonged to the lower and middle classes can
be said to have a “social life”, then those that were owned by the elite were socially “dead,”
entombed in glass cases or within buildings inaccessible to the “public.” It has to be admitted,
though, that it was this privileged class and their tastes that the middle classes were originally
attempting to emulate. Eventually this emulation was lost within the concept of “fashion,” which
meant that the labourer losing a miniature in some far colonial outpost might have been aware of
what was “in” or “out” but was probably unaware of where the ins and outs originated.
Innocuous objects reflect tensions between producers and consumers, elite and disenfranchised, and
many other contradictory social relationships” (Mullins 2004a, 89). In studying artefacts that allow
the less powerful to make statements (Beaudry et al 1996, 277), “archaeology, with its emphasis on
the distributions of goods rather than documents, is particularly well suited to the study of less
powerful groups that do not have as ready access to more controlled media such as art, architecture,
or documents” (Karp 2009, 119).
“Even the most commonplace objects provide insight into meaningful social struggles" (Mullins
2004b, 197). Yet Mullins is perhaps displaying a false judgement, for in a sense the objects were
not necessarily “commonplace.” Working- and middle-class folk could, by displaying their choice
of miniature representations of elite objects and subjects on their mantelpiece alongside patriotic
heroes, achieve a certain status, if only amongst their peers or by association. They could then move
beyond this to create contexts unrecorded by historical sources. Another archaeologist falls into the
trap of labelling objects as “mundane” (they might be to him, but probably were not to their owners)
but his overall point holds true:
“They decorated their home with Staffordshire figurines, one commemorating the death of
Nelson and one a shepherdess. The items are mundane, but that is their interest: these
tracings from a poor household, with their overtones of domesticity, fly in the face of slum
stereotypes” (Mayne at al 2000, 142).
Even Hume, not an enthusiast of the commonplace, recognised that “there is a temptation to lump
these nineteenth-century flasks and related objects together and to associate them all with abject
poverty. But as the Thames Tunnel flask and the exported Duke of York demonstrate, that was not
necessarily so” (Hume 2001, 317). As part of the historical archaeological approach, this study
suggests that miniatures can provide insights into what Spencer-Wood calls “lifeways within social
and economic strata, especially the poorly recorded working class” (Spencer-Wood, 3).
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Commodification, trade, colonialism
Global colonialism, Eurocentrism, capitalism and modernity are always present in
historical archaeology
(Orser 1996, 22).
The colonial trade in miniatures was not all outwards-bound from Europe. For example, miniatures
from Guadalajara, Mexico, were discovered in the wreck of the El Nuevo Constante, a cargo ship
bound for Europe. The cargo included miniature shoes, vases, animals, guitars and a violin or cello.
The authors write that “these items were popular in Europe, and women even carried them as
charms” (Pearson and Hoffman 1998). Similarly, the expanding colonies must have had an effect on
the home markets and manufacturers, but, as Brooks points out, little work has been carried out on
this reverse influence (Brooks 2009, 287).
But in the main, the miniatures from Germany, from Staffordshire, from London formed part of a
web of trade that encompassed the globe from the seventeenth century onwards. The details of this
commerce are important archaeologically, historically and socially. The ceramic doll’s head
excavated from beneath a Tucson floor, the miniature pistol discarded in Alaska, the miniatures
from New York brothels, the “toys” from London’s riverside, experienced very different but related
“social lives” that deserve more than a mere mention in a report.
Oppression and resistance
Middle class people knew that miniatures would not instantly transform them into aristocrats, but
they would show that they possessed equal amounts of good taste, if not income. A further rung
down the class ladder, working people could demonstrate that they too had taste, and could follow
fashion, current affairs, and the lives of celebrities. Both could use these prosaic objects to project,
to themselves as well as others, what they could be if only…
The things that miniatures do, “exaggeration, fantasy, and fictiveness,” give voice to “anti and nonauthority: the feminine, the childish, the mad, and the senile” (Stewart 1993, xiii), to whom could
be added a slew of “under-dogs” such as the homeless, the orphaned, the incarcerated, the sick, the
immigrant, the refugee, the slave, the powerless and the discriminated-against. A number of
African-American contexts have produced Euro-American doll parts in situations that suggest
religious practices that either survived from the Old World or were adapted to the New (e.g.
Samford 1996). Dolls and other miniatures were used to force native children to conform to EuroAmerican norms, though there is evidence of resistance to this (Phoenix Indian School Project web
site), and similarly institutions used miniatures to “educate” those in their charge again potentially
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creating dynamics of coercion and resistance that might show in the material culture. Camp has
demonstrated that miniatures were used to mould immigrant workers to American values (Camp
2008, 2009) and there are suggestions that inappropriate “toys” might have produced appropriate
responses.
Thought
As metaphors, miniatures can tell us much about people in the past, their “states of being, activities,
relationships, needs, fears, hopes.” These are most useful “when they reflect beliefs of which the
makers, individually or collectively (as society), were unaware or, if aware, unwilling to express
openly, to verbalize” (Prown 2000, x). Miniatures, what Stewart calls “material allusion to a text
which is no longer available to us” (Stewart 1993, 60), often represent once-tangible originals that
no longer exist, as well as thoughts that archaeologists can only attempt to reconstruct.
Archaeologists are presented with an opportunity to look into the “the interior space and time” of
the people they study (Stewart 1993, xii).
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6. Conclusions
We want to know the essentials of past societies, how they lived, what they thought, what
were their ideals and illusions, how we differ from them, or whether we are the same
people.
Glyn Daniel (quoted by Yentsch, 1983, 117)
Can archaeologists begin to answer the questions posed in the introduction to this dissertation?
What effects did miniatures have on people in the recent past? What did miniatures do and how did
they do it? How did miniatures work? Can miniatures be used to shed light on materiality –
aesthetics, semiotics, agency, embodiment, identity, personhood, and the biography of objects?
Does a study of the archaeology of miniatures tell us “things we either did not know already or did
not know in that particular way” (Hunt 1993, 294)?
This study suggests that the answers to all the above questions are positive. Miniatures, in Hunt’s
parlance, can be seen as “performances with elements of both expression and communication.” He
claims that these, once translated by the archaeologist into action, speech, gesture, emotions, beliefs
and ideas, are “richly articulate” (Hunt 1993, 297).

Toys, trifles and trinkets re-examined
1. Miniatures are frequently present as artefacts discovered in historical archaeological
contexts;
2. Miniatures can make significant contributions to archaeologists’ understanding of the
material culture of people who lived in the recent past;
3. Miniatures have been undervalued by historical archaeologists;
4. Miniatures were designed to communicate intrinsic meanings;
5. Miniatures acquired extrinsic meanings from their original and subsequent owners;
6. Both intrinsic and extrinsic meanings of miniatures have often been over-simplified and
even overlooked or ignored by interpreters;
7. Only a proportion of miniatures are child-related and playthings, and the presence of
playthings need not mean that children played with them or were present;
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8. Adults both collect and “play” with miniatures, including objects frequently identified as
children’s playthings;
9. Care should be taken when interpreting miniatures from archaeological sites to test whether
or not they might represent adult agencies such as resistance, collecting, nostalgia, religious
beliefs or sexuality;
10. The implications of the relevance of miniatures to commodification and display, especially

in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, should be examined within archaeological
contexts;
11. Archaeologists should avoid the stereotyping of meanings associated with miniatures.
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Future work
Entanglements
The reason for bringing together the artefacts described in this paper is that they are linked not only
by the phenomenon of miniaturisation but also by common themes, such as the female leg, and by
common associations, such as the association of marbles, doll parts and miniature food vessels. It
could be argued that these in turn are all linked by being child-related, but this study would suggest
that this is not necessarily correct, and indeed can demote them in importance. They are also linked
by a tangle of meanings, by the places in which they occur (e.g. brothels and bordellos, taverns,
working class homes, waterfronts, slave quarters). This surely indicates a set of questions that
archaeologists have yet to ask, such as “why are so many “Frozen Charlotte” dolls found in San
Francisco waterfront locations?” and depths of meaning that archaeologists have yet to plumb, such
as “why so many cauldrons?” It also appears that we are unsure about the transition from childhood
to adulthood as shown by archaeology rather than historical sources, especially amongst poorer
people. We need to tackle these questions about people, because “without people artifacts would
have no value at all. We cannot ever hope to understand artifacts – especially the commodities
made and used in modern times – outside their entanglements” (Orser 1996).
Small things to be explored
1. Given the conclusions of this study it is going to be worth revisiting many historical
archaeological projects to re-examine their interpretation of “toys,” “bric-a-brac,” “trinkets”
etc. Although many of these may be sustainable, others may have been given undeservedly
lower or little value archaeologically, or were misidentified and/or interpreted.
2. Metal detectorists must be made more aware of the importance of miniatures, which until
now have been treated more as curiosities and collectibles than as meaningful
archaeological finds. The creation of databases like that of the PAS in other countries would
greatly assist ongoing research.
3. The classification and dating of miniatures should be re-examined and adjusted if
necessary.
4. The intrinsic meanings of miniatures should be enlarged on, against the historical,
economic and other issues of the times in which they were produced.
5. The extrinsic meanings attached to miniatures by their original and subsequent owners
warrants further research, especially in the area of “toys.”
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6. Much more work needs to be done to examine patterns of occurrence and use of “toys” in
seeming ‘out-of-context’ situations such as African-American (slave) households, taverns,
pioneer settlements, brothels, mining camps and male-only communities.
7. A more detailed knowledge of miniatures will be useful to archaeologists in that these
artefacts are often excavated from disturbed or unstratified deposits. The study of these
deposits, which are generally given little attention, can in fact be both generally and
specifically valuable. For example, many artefacts were deposited on fields and vegetable
gardens in ”night soil,” the contents of privies and cess pits. They can inform on nearby
communities.
8. The effects of collecting on historical archaeology should be studied further.

Figure 18: A fly-tipping site, Wales.
(Photograph, the author)

A contemporary archaeology of miniatures?
Whilst the modern garbage dump (Fig. 18) and infill site have long been regarded as a potential
sources of information for both contemporary and historical archaeologists, few if any have looked
at the charity shop, the thrift store and the junk shop as locations that could in theory be regarded as
archaeological contexts in that they contain disused, abandoned, unwanted, forgotten, ‘recycled’
and discarded material culture of the (recent) past (Fig. 19). These are Pearce’s “spurious
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masterpieces” (Pearce 1995, 294). Almost all objects found in these locations have at one time or
another been regarded as unwanted ‘rubbish’ because tastes have changed, fads evaporated,
fashions altered or social hierarchies adjusted. That each in their turn may have become more
valued in the present (especially by collectors) or less valued (as junk) does not detract from its
value as archaeological artefacts that potentially illuminate past lives. These sometimes rundown
storefront premises, often in less desirable locations, are especially relevant to examinations of the
lives of the ‘people from below.’

Figure 19: Miniatures in junk shop, New Westminster, British Columbia.
(Photographs, the author)

It is true that this same (quasi-) archaeological construct could be attached to antique shops,
galleries and museums, but these tend to display the long-curated material culture of the elite, with
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only a nodding reference to the under-classes, and even then they tend to exhibit the twee, the
nostalgic, the sentimental, the funny or objects currently regarded as good or bad taste. The charity
shop or junk store is forced to display whatever random objects people at a particular moment no
longer want, or that are left over after the vulture-like connoisseurs of bric-a-brac have picked their
way through the mass of artefacts. In the junk shop, miniatures abound. Yet this fertile huntingground for meaning is ignored, probably for those same reasons that Pearce identified (Pearce 1995,
305). This is unfortunate, because unlike the inert artefacts in museum collections, these junk shop
objects are still “alive” in their individual life histories. “Individual objects accumulate meanings as
time passes...objects are both active and passive (not just passive, as older views held)…meaning
develops as an interactive process between thing and viewer” (Pearce 1994b, 19).
As miniature worlds demonstrate, miniatures play an important role in present day society, and that
of the recent past. The acts of creating, buying, using, reusing and discarding are constants, and
their ultimate resting place in junk, thrift and charity shops, where they can be “found” by those
interested in learning of the material culture of others, especially those not normally represented in
museums and galleries, could be described as archaeological concepts.
Miniatures are exciting, richly-meaningful and as-yet poorly understood objects. It is worth echoing
Marray’s thoughts on material culture:
I started believing that we could do what was about ethnicities and identities and that sort of
stuff, but I think the real story is going to be different but just as compelling
(Lucas 2007, 172).
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Postscript
Many writers have called artefacts “mute.” But perhaps miniatures are not as mute and
uncommunicative as other objects. A plate may say to us “I am a plate. I was made by x, at time y,
to function as a surface onto which to serve food and from which to eat it.” The decoration of the
plate may tell us more about the maker, about commodification and fashion, and to a certain degree
about the owner, especially if they were fortunate enough to have the plate purely for displaying
their good taste or status. A miniature, on the other hand, might be very vocal:
“I am a scaled down representation of a human being – Charles Wesley. My costume was common
at the time. I represent someone who preached a set of values and dogma. The person who
purchased me wanted to be associated with that teaching. They were a Wesleyan Methodist and
adhered to some at least of Wesley’s teachings. Others looking at me would have known (or were
told) who I was, and would have understood what my presence on the mantel meant. Although I
was mass-produced and cost very little, my manufacturer recognised the opportunity to take
advantage of a popular moral movement looking for symbols.”
“I am a flat metal miniature soldier. I am a scaled-down representation of someone who was
courageous, and who looked warrior-like in his brightly-coloured uniform, and was a member of the
x army. He helped to win wars against his country’s enemies. He was patriotic and dutiful,
upstanding and attractive. Although he was anonymous, his uniform is based on the real thing. My
owner put me on his shelf to show to the world that he too shared some of the soldier’s values and
strengths, and was proud and patriotic. He was at one time a military man. Although I was massproduced, and cost very little, my manufacturer recognised the opportunity to take advantage of a
swelling patriotic feeling at a time of uncertainty that was looking for symbols and security.”
“I am the shapely plump miniature leg of a female doll. I am wearing a black ankle boot and a
garter. My painted stocking has faded over time. I was owned by a miner who hewed coal in a
frontier hamlet at the very edge of civilisation. There were no women for many miles. My owner
took me with him everywhere to remind him of the women he missed. I am a symbol of longing, of
the lonely feelings of a man starved of sexual and loving contact. Although I was mass-produced,
and cost very little, my manufacturer recognised the opportunity to take advantage of a market that
not only wanted respectable children’s playthings, but also had undercurrents of adult sexuality.”
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Appendix I
TABLE 1
Note: where full reference/URL is listed below, this is not listed in the References section of the main body of the dissertation.
Site/ project/
location
Angel Island,
San
Francisco,
California

Ashland
quarters.
Henry Clay
estate,
Lafayette,
Kentucky

Bowen's
Prairie Site,
Jones
County, Iowa
Brice House
Annapolis,
Maryland
Brooklyn,
New York

Miniature types*

Excavators’ interpretation(s)
Notes
(some paraphrased, contracted)
Doll parts
Breck Parkman:
Military site.
Miniature vessels**
“An abundance of items that demonstrated the presence of
Doll leg
women and children”
“The first time I really saw gender in the archaeological
record”
“There are artifacts that only children would use. The wives’
artifacts were there, as well as things from the women who
worked there, the house help”
“The dump was used by officers”
<http://www.kqed.org/quest/exploration/angel-island-exploration#Archaeology%20of%20Angel%20Island>
Marbles
“Provide evidence of the plantation children's activities”
African American
Doll parts
“Playing marbles was a favorite pastime of both children and
Slavery
adults”
“Marbles were the only toy sold at the Ashland store”
“Numerous marbles and china doll fragments found in the
Ashland quarters provide evidence of the plantation
children's activities”
<http://www.crt.state.la.us/archaeology/virtualbooks/greathou/quar2.htm>
<http://heritage.ky.gov/kas/kyarchynew/Ashland.htm>
Toys
“Suggests the presence of children”
Doll parts
Marbles
Alex, Lynn M., 2001/2010. <http://www.uiowa.edu/~osa/gcp/bowensprairie/artifacts.htm>l
Doll parts
"Objects mark entrances, exits, chimneys--places spirits
Persistence of African religion mixed with American
come and go, places people come and go"
influences.
"It's a crossroads between this world and the other world; a
Slavery
temporary altar”
Himelfarb, Elizabeth J., 2000. Hoodoo Cache. Archaeology 53 No. 3. <http://www.archaeology.org/0005/newsbriefs/hoodoo.html>
Miniature vessels
Writing on gentility in Victorian Brooklyn, Fitts suggests that
The possibility that miniature tea sets could have belonged
excavated miniature table settings and tea sets, especially
to adults was not considered (adult dolls houses certainly
those with dish covers, had played an important part in
existed at that time). Also, the children in question might
teaching children a middle-class “genteel” lifestyle (Fitts
have rebelled against this coercion, which could explain
1999, 54).
what the objects were doing in the genteel refuse.
Fitts 1999
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Site/ project/
location
Burns
Cottage,
Alloway
Buxton, Iowa

Necessary
Place,
Chase
House,
Portsmouth,
New
Hampshire
Caledonian
Hotel,
Christchurch,
New Zealand
Castle Hill,
Alaska

Colonial
Williamsburg

Dean Hall
Plantation
South
Carolina

Miniature types*
Ceramic miniatures

Excavators’ interpretation(s)
(some paraphrased, contracted)
WW1 miniature fund-raisers

Ralph Mills

Notes
Assemblage of early twentieth century warfare-related
miniatures discarded at end of hostilities.

Alexander, Derek, 2006. National Trust for Scotland Newsletter No. 26, p 1
Doll parts
"No doubt Olive, Omego and Carmal played with china dolls
Dolls
and toy dishes."
Marbles
"Most men in Buxton were probably miners and general
handymen; most women were engaged in domestic chores
typical to housewives of that day; most little girls played with
china dolls and toy dishes; and young men played marbles
with "crockies"" (Gradwohl and Osborn 1984, 122)
Gradwohl, David M. and Osborn, Nancy M., 1984. Exploring Buried Buxton: Archaeology of an Abandoned Iowa Coal Mining Town. Iowa City: University of Iowa
Press.
Marbles
“Attest to children's activities on the site”
Miniature vessels
Dolls
Ceramic figurines
Slates/slate pencils
Starbuck, David 2009. Investigation of a Necessary Place at the Chase House Site. SHA Newsletter 41 No. 4 < http://www.sha.org/news/current_research/USANE.cfm>
Doll parts
Association with hotel/tavern.
Slates/slate pencils
Steward, Ian, 2009. <http://www.stuff.co.nz/national/2294976/Looters-ransack-historic-site>
Toys
Doll parts
Wooden musket
Miniature cannons from model ships,
Watch parts
McMahan and Thompson 2010
Doll
Miniature vessels,
Miniature cannons
Minature pistols.

“Children’s toys”

"Toy" doll
“Kids Still Enjoy the Toys and Games Their Forebears
Loved.”
“Out came a young girl's prized kitchen in miniature—not an
educational toy, for there were none such then, yet it did
teach a future homemaker to bake her cakes in the round
pan with the center pedestal and serve her puddings in the
two-handled dishes with the domed lids.”
Robinson, David, 2004. Babies, Balls, and Bull Roarers. Colonial Williamsburg Journal.
<http://www.history.org/foundation/journal/christmas04/toys.cfm>
Doll heads
The plant site is located where there once were 19 slave
cabins. Large volume of colonoware.
Anon, 2010. AP press release. <http://www.archaeology.ws/2010-6-1.htm>

The success of both commodification and trade might be
illustrated by the mix of artefacts excavated from this site,
including significant Russian, British and even Japanese
elements. These finds are, it is suggested, almost
stereotypical of a male-dominated settlement.
T

African-American
Slavery
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Site/ project/
location
Detroit:
Sheridan
Place

Detroit:
St Aubin
Detroit:
Walker
Tavern
Dunedin
Farmers
Trading site
Dunedin
St Peter’s
Vicarage
Dunedin
Causeway
El Presidio
de Santa
Barbara,
California
Fort Ripley,
Minnesota
Gaymans
Tavern,
Dauphin PA

Greenwich,
New York,
Merritt site

Miniature types*

Excavators’ interpretation(s)
(some paraphrased, contracted)
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Notes

Doll parts,
Marbles.
Slates/slate pencils,
Pewter wheel
Wayne State Anthropology Museum archives
Doll parts
Wayne State Anthropology Museum archives
Figurines
Tavern
Marbles
Wayne State Anthropology Museum archives
Marbles
“Children’s marbles”
Slate/slate pencils
“School slate frames and slate pencil”
Petchey 2007
Miniature vesl
Miniature ceramics
Petchey 2007
Miniature vessel
“Childrens toys”
Camel figurine
“Suggests that some of the households on the site had small
Marbles
children”
Petchey 2010
Doll parts
Garrison/military
Marbles
Tottenham, Annika, 2006. El Presidio de Santa Barbara 2006 Field School. Santa Barbara Trust for Historic Preservation Newsletter. Vol 1 No. 11.
<http://www.sbthp.org/eNews/11.06.htm>
Doll parts
Quartermaster and
Military
Commissary Offices
Kelley, Kyran and Johnson, Donald W, 2004. Geophysical Survey as a Management Tool for Historic Properties: Two Examples from the Minnesota Territorial
Frontier - Ft. Ripley and Ft. Abercrombie. Society for Historical Archaeology, 37th Annual Conference.
Doll
“Frozen Charlottes…range in size from one to eighteen
Tavern
inches, with no moving parts. The smaller one inch varieties
were usually sold for a penny making them accessible to
many children. A popular custom of the time, although not
recommended today, was to bake them into a cake thus
leaving the luckiest child to find a prize when biting into the
cake.”
Anon, 2009. Porcelain Doll from Dauphin County. This Week in Pennsylvania Archaeology. <http://twipa.blogspot.com/2009/06/porcelain-doll-from-dauphincounty.html>
Doll parts
Marbles
Liebenson, Bess, 2000. Greenwich Time Unearthed: A Show Reveals a Buried Past. New York Times.
<http://www.nytimes.com/2000/04/30/nyregion/greenwich-time-unearthed-a-show-reveals-a-buried-past.html>
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Site/ project/
location
Half Way
House
Nevada

Hamline
Methodist
Church, St
Paul,
Minnesota
Hampden,
Baltimore

Hyde Park
Barracks,
New South
Wales

Immaculate
Heart
outhouse

Jackson
Homestead,
Maryland
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Miniature types*

Excavators’ interpretation(s)
Notes
(some paraphrased, contracted)
Dolls
“We know children lived at Half Way House, because they
Tavern
Ceramic figurine
left behind…”
Marbles.
“Of course, there is no way of knowing whether the dolls
belonged to Mary, but they add a tangible element to the
written record. They confirm the fact that children were
present, and add a fascinating detail: now we know what
kind of toys they played with”
Anon 2010. Archaeologists excavate at Half Way House. Historic Insight. <http://www.historicinsight.com/hh-brochure/archaelogists-hh.htm>
Doll
“Had some young girl left her doll in the entryway? Had she
Sentimentality? A good story?
somehow lost the doll underneath the steps? Was she
saddened when she heard of the fire and realized she
would never see her doll again? It was a brief moment of
connection between myself and my thoughts and this
young girl 85 years ago.”
http://olddirt.wordpress.com/2010/01/03/church-site-the-final-days/
Toys
“Quite a few toys were found”
Doll
“These range from more recent army men to clay marbles.
Miniature vessel(s)
Below are some interesting porcelain pieces with which
some little girl in Hampden once played” “This is the head of
a Frozen Charlotte doll. These dolls were small, solid items
with no movable limbs”
Anon, 2009. Toys. Hampden Heritage <http://hampdenheritage.blogspot.com/>
Game token
“Deposited after 1848”
As they were small in number and in “excellent condition”
Miniature vessels
“These traces of 19th century children's material culture left
(Berry 2006) perhaps some (many?) of these objects may
Jigsaw puzzle piece
behind today allow the [Hyde Park Barracks Museum] to
have belonged to the institution’s “unprotected females,”
“Toy” figure of man
interpret the presence and experience of children in the
“Toy” fruit bowl
Female Immigration Depot prior to family reunion.
Marbles
Berry, Bridget, 2006. Statement of significance for children's toys from the Hyde Park Barracks Museum archaeology collection.
<http://www.migrationheritage.nsw.gov.au/exhibitions/friendlessfemale/significance.html#toys>
Doll parts
“Toys were almost exclusively female oriented, suggesting a
Institution
Dolls
clear separation between the Immaculate Heart Academy
Doll feeding bottle
girl students and the students at the adjacent Boy’s School.
Miniature vessels
Outdoor play areas were most likely located in the western
Marbles
part of the school property. Rainy-day play likely took place
“Toy” sixshooter
in the dining hall. Toys fell into two groups; “personal-play”
Indian style tomahawk
items (e.g. dolls, harmonicas, etc.), and “group-play” items
(e.g. jax, toy dishes, etc.).
Parker, John 2004. The 1880 Immaculate Heart outhouse (what can you learn from an outhouse). Lake County Archaeology.
<http://www.wolfcreekarcheology.com/Outhouse.htm>
Dolls parts
African American
Anon, 2009. State Highway Administration discovers rare African American archaeology site. The Connector. ICC, p2.
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Site/ project/
location
Jamestown

Juliette
Street,
Freedman’s
Town, Dallas,
Texas
Levi Jordan
Plantation,
Houston,
Texas
Kenmore

London
Custom
House

Miniature types*
Figurine
“Toy” windmill

Excavators’ interpretation(s)
(some paraphrased, contracted)
“This is a lead figurine of a boy who appears to be dancing. It
is about 3 cm long and was found in the ca. 1610 context of
Pit 3. It may be a toy brought for the amusement of an adult
or child in the colony. There were probably a few women and
children at Jamestown by the spring of 1610. The lead boy
could also be an object intended for trade with the Indians”
“Toy windmill” didn’t necessarily belong to a child: “Toys are
commonly found on archaeological sites from the colonial
period that were once occupied by soldiers, who played
games to pass the time when they had nothing else to do.
The early colonists probably did the same thing”
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Notes
The opportunities, challenges and value of miniatures in
archaeology might be demonstrated by this single artefact.
A pair of very similar “dancing” figurines appeared on the
BBC web site A History of the World in 100 Objects.
Submitted by a viewer, this time the figurines apparently
date from several centuries later. Perhaps the designers of
the figurines used the same classical originals? The
Jamestown object also very much resembles some “St
George and the Dragon” base metal figurines discovered
by metal detectorists (Portable Antiquities Scheme
database) and which are dated “medieval.” Whatever the
interpretation, it suggests an adult “trinket” rather than a
child’s toy

Anon, Jamestown Rediscovery. <http://www.preservationvirginia.org/rediscovery/page.php?page_id=83>
Toys
African-American urban life
Marbles
Anon, 2005. Juliette Street Archaeological Project. < http://www.projectpast.org/dallas/project.htm>
Doll parts

Curer’s Cabin:
African religion survival
Frozen Charlotte doll
“West African style conjurer’s kit” (Samford 1996)
Brown, Ken 1998. On the Curer's Cabin - how the interpretations developed < http://www.webarchaeology.com/html/Oncurer.htm>
Samford, Patricia,1996. The Archaeology of African-American Slavery and Material Culture. The William and Mary Quarterly, Third Series, Vol. 53, No. 1, pp 87-114.
Doll parts
The property of “slaves, soldiers, and day laborers”
Apart from being George Washington’s home, also housed
Marbles
slaves.
Anon, 2010. Archaeology at Historic Kenmore <http://www.kenmore.org/kenmore/kp_arch.html>
Pornographic figurines
“An interesting contribution to the history of ideas comes
from a mass of broken, late 19th century clay pipes and
porcelain figure fragments recently recovered from near the
City Custom House. These prove to be imported
pornography in the round, seized and smashed by the
Customs authorities under legislation introduced in 1857.
These finds may be the only specific evidence available for
just what, in ceramics, was considered too outrageous for
Victorian England.”
Egan, Geoff, 1996. The London that records fail to show. British Archaeology, 16. < http://www.britarch.ac.uk/ba/ba16/BA16FEAT.HTML#egan>
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Site/ project/
location
Los
Peñasquitos
ranch house

Louisville
The Point
Ludlow
Massacre
LeBreton
Flats
Ottowa

Market
Master’s
House,
Bladensburg
Archaeology
Project,
Maryland

Miniature types*
Toys
Doll parts
Dolla

Excavators’ interpretation(s)
(some paraphrased, contracted)
“Children’s playthings”
“Their toys suggest what the group wishes to become”
“People teach their children right and wrong according to
their cultural norms. The theory of acculturation is, in part,
that toys or objects given to children help [teach them those
cultural norms]” (Mirsky 178).
“Because the dolls had Euro-American features, and no
Japanese ceramics were found, the children were most likely
not Japanese.”(Mirsky 179).
“The type and location of the doll artifacts suggest the
possibility that a girl, or several girls, lived at the adobe and
may have helped in the kitchen.”
“[In approx 1912] The children never had time to play during
their summers at the ranch. they worked with the adults all
day and did not have dolls or toys of any kind.”

Ralph Mills

Notes

Mirsky 1993
Doll parts

“The artefacts convey an impression of a lower economic
type of residence and usage.” (Kleber 2001, 41)
Kleber, John E., 2001. The Encyclopedia of Louisville. Lexington: University Press of Kentucky.
Doll parts
Politics, Marxism
th
Briggs, Bill, 1998. Artifacts of Violence: Archaeologists dig into 1914 Ludlow Massacre. Denver Post August 30
Larkin, Karin and McGuire, Randall H (Eds), 2009. Archaeology of class war : The Colorado Coalfield Strike of 1913-1914. Boulder: University Press of Colorado.
Toys
Includes Occidental Hotel
Tavern.
Doll parts
Miniature ceramics
Marble
Slate
LeBreton Flats Archaeological Assessments, Summer 2001 to Autumn 2005: Summary of Assessments and Discoveries. Toronto: National Conservancy Council.
Figurine
“In the kitchen/dining room are bisque porcelain doll parts
Salt shaker
and ball clay pipe stems”
Doll parts
“The unit… has been full of porcelain and bisque doll faces.
Doll heads
We can tell they are a part of a doll’s face because of how it
is shaped, how thick it is, and the “fleshy” color of the
porcelain. Some of the pieces also have features like ears,
eyes and hand painted eyebrows. We have also found doll
figurines such as the one pictured below. It has a detailed
face and a cute bonnet and is probably from the mid
1800’s."
http://bladenarch.blogspot.com/
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Site/ project/
location
Manchester

Miniature types*

Excavators’ interpretation(s)
(some paraphrased, contracted)
Figurine
A 19th century Parian figure reads 'Faith, Hope and Charity.
The Good Templars Motto'. It is believed that this object is
related to the Independent Order of Good Templars, an
international organisation working in the field of temperance
(founded in 1852, in New York, U.S.A.), and particularly to its
development in England. Indeed, in 1868, Joseph Malins,
one of its members, upon his return to his home country,
established a lodge in Birmingham. From there, the
Independent Order of Good Templars spread to Europe and
the rest of the world.
BBC History of the World in 100 objects web site

Market Street
Chinatown,
San Jose,
California

Dolls

Melbourne,
Casselden
Place

Toys
Dolls
Marbles
Slates/slate pencils

Ralph Mills

Notes
An example of a reverse flow of celebrity

“Frozen Charlotte doll”
“These tiny dolls, which typically ranged in length from one to Assimilation?
four inches, were widely popular throughout the United
Display?
States in the late 19th and early 20th centuries, perhaps
Conspicuous consumption?
because as “penny dolls,” their low price made them wellsuited for children’s toy collections. The presence of these
Frozen Charlottes in the Market Street Chinatown attests not
only to the presence of children within the community, but
also to a degree of acculturation to Western practices and
adoption of Western commodities.”
“Whilst nineteenth century dolls have long been of interest to
collectors, their significance for historical archaeology has
been less well recognized.”
Samuels, John, 2007. Market Street Chinatown Archaeological Project. <http://marketstreet.stanford.edu/2007/03/bones_seeds_and_shell_studying.htm
“The presence of dolls, marbles, toys, and writing slates and
pencils in significant numbers across the site indicates the
presence of children in these areas, and the probable
occurrence of both solitary and group play, and outdoor and
indoor play” (Porter and Ferrier 2006, 388)
“Education was an important part of everyday life for
working-class children” (Porter and Ferrier 2006, 389)
“Children were not excluded from this moderate indulgence
and were the recipients of manufactured play items in a time
when toys were often homemade” (Porter and Ferrier 2006,
392)

Porter and Ferrier 2006
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Site/ project/
location
Melbourne
Little Lon

Miniature types*
Dolls
Figurines

Excavators’ interpretation(s)
(some paraphrased, contracted)
Frozen Charlotte dolls
“Lady Godiva” figurine
"They decorated their home with Staffordshire figurines, one
commemorating the death of Nelson and one a
shepherdess. The items are mundane, but that is their
interest: these tracings from a poor household, with their
overtones of domesticity, fly in the face of slum
stereotypes"(Mayne at al 2000, 142)
“Our experience at Little Lon indicates that in order for us to
understand the historical archaeology of Casselden Place
we need to understand more about how people used,
valued, retained, or discarded material culture in the mid- to
late nineteenth century.” (Mayne at al 2000, 151)

Ralph Mills

Notes

Mayne et al 2000
Minneapolis
“slums”

Mount
Vernon
(George
Washington)

National
Museum of
Rural Life,
East Kibride

Toys
Slates/slate pencils

“Toys and other artefacts possibly associated with children,
such as writing slates and graphite pencils” (McCarthy 2001,
149)
“Toys were recovered in workplace environments where
children may have been present as labourers”. (McCarthy
2001, 149)

McCarthy 2001
Figurines

In addition to ceramics, the multiple layers of trash and soil
Decapitated = resistance?
contained some of the most exciting, personal, and unique
artifacts relating to the Washington household. For example,
the archaeologists found two ceramic toy figurines that could
have been the playthings of Martha Washington’s young
children John (“Jacky”) and Martha Parke (“Patsy”) Custis.
Finding objects relating to children’s activities is fairly rare.
Unfortunately, both figures are missing their heads, possibly
because they were dropped by young hands. The two
figurines are made of the same white-firing clay used to
make tobacco pipes, and such figures are known to have
been a secondary product of artisans working in the many
pipe making centers in England and the Netherlands. While
only a few pipe-clay figurines have been found by
archaeologists in this country, large numbers have been
recovered from sites in England and Europe.
Anon, 2010. Personal Items. George Washington’s Mount Vernon. <http://www.mountvernon.org/visit/plan/index.cfm/pid/876/>
Lead soldiers,
Marbles,
Alexander, Derek, 2007. National Trust for Scotland Newsletter No. 26, p 2
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Site/ project/
location
National Park
Service
(USA)
New
Philadelphia,
Illinois
New York
Five Points

Norfolk

North Street,
Beaufort,
North
Carolina
Ontario
Queenston,
Willowbank
Otago, Uper
Murphy’s
Creek

Excavators’ interpretation(s)
(some paraphrased, contracted)
Dolls legs
“Even small things… have something to tell about the past”
Anon 2010. Archeology for Kids. US Department of the Interior. National Park Service. Archeology
Program.<http://www.nps.gov/archeology/PUBLIC/kids/kidsFive.htm#>
Doll parts
Pistol

Ralph Mills

Miniature types*

http://www.diaspora.uiuc.edu/news0405/news0405.html
Marbles
“Evidence of parents’ investment in their children as
Miniature vessels
children, not merely as workers. (Yamin 2002, 118).
Dolls
“The pencils and slates may well have been used to instruct
children at home where values were different than the values
being taught at school “ Yamin 2002, 118).
Yamin 2002
Doll legs
Cannon
Lead doll
Arm
Shoe
Musket
Doll

“Toys”
“These toys were widely available and mass produced. They
would have been keenly marketed from the medieval period.
Just like every child wanting a Buzz Lightyear today in the
post medieval period the most popular toy was the jointed
doll and the toy musket.
These finds clearly contradict the traditional view that in the
Middle Ages there was no childhood in the sense that we
understand it today.”
Dennis, Megan 2007. Toys resource Pack. Norfolk Museums and Archaeology Service.
Doll parts

Notes

Doll parts plotted- spatial relationships?
African-American
Further work needed here!
Working class,
Lodgings
Brothel
Marbles = boys?
Girls played at home?
Influence of
Accepts Egan’s views of medieval childhood.

“The weekend's dig opened a window into a less opulent
existence.'”
"It was always an undesirable neighborhood"

Historic Beaufort Foundation
<http://www.lowcountrynewspapers.net/archive/node/112480>
Figurines
Anon, ND. Archaeological Research. Willowbank Historical Research. < http://www.willowbank.ca/content/national-historic-site/Research/archaeological-research/>
Slate
Doll

“School slate”
“Child’s china doll”
“Confirm that children wrere present at the site”

Petchey 1997
Phoenix
Indian
School

Dolls,
Effigies

For girls, caring for one's doll (baby) was a way of
Institution
introducing socialization skills and gender-role identification
Resistance?
at an early age. We recovered 136 fragments from 108 dolls.
Lindauer, Owen, 1998. Archaeology of the Phoenix Indian School. Archaeology. <http://www.archaeology.org/online/features/phoenix/>
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Site/ project/
location
Pan, Newport
IoW

Excavators’ interpretation(s)
(some paraphrased, contracted)
Doll parts
“Exciting discoveries…include a ceramic doll’s head,
Marbles
marbles…”
Figurines
“One of the ornaments looks to be a woman in a bonnet with
a young girl, and it goes nicely alongside the ceramic Santa
Claus found this morning!”
Anon 2007. Events blog. Wessex Archaeology. <http://www.wessexarch.co.uk/blogs/events?page=1>

Ransom
Place,
Indiana

Miniature ceramic dog
Miniature stoneware jug
Ceramic boot

Richmond
Jail, Virginia

Doll parts

Rickenbacker
House,
Columbus,
Ohio

Doll parts
Marbles

Ross Female
Factory
Overseer's
Cottage,
Tasmania

Cast-iron toy gun
“How the local Ross community developed, and how
Left leg of a bisque clay baby doll
Tasmanian rural life changed over the 20th century”
Casella, Eleanor C, 1998. Ross Female Factory Archaeology. Parks and Wildlife Service Tasmania.
<http://www.parks.tas.gov.au/index.aspx?base=7566>

Ralph Mills

Miniature types*

Notes

“Animal figurines were among the most common motifs in
Victorian bric-a-brac… Dog figurines like the one found at
Camp Street are commonplace in the way they present
nature as completely domesticated…This figure celebrates a
civilized pet and our capability to tame nature…motifs that
stressed how Culture had established its dominance over
nature. That dominance was emphasized by the small scale
of the knick knacks” (Mullins 2000)
Mullins 2000 <http://www.iupui.edu/~anthpm/ransom701.html>

“Parts of a child's doll were also recovered on the site, a hint
Slavery?
of playtime in a place where some people were starved into
Resistance?
submission. To whom did the doll belong? Did its owner also
belong to someone?”
Tucker, Abigail, 2009. Digging up the Past at a Richmond Jail Smithsonian magazine. <http://www.smithsonianmag.com/history-archaeology/Digs-Devils-HalfAcre.html>

“Many hundreds of objects were found during the
excavations. Some of these probably date to the time when
Eddie was a boy.”
Eddie Rickenbacker House, Columbus, Ohio. Ohio Valley Archaeology Inc. <http://www.ovacltd.com/Rickenbackerhouse.shtml>

Unrelated to institution?
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Site/ project/
location
Sacramento

Miniature types*
Miniature vessels

Excavators’ interpretation(s)
(some paraphrased, contracted)
“Play was practice for future homemakers.”
“Seventeen toy porcelain tea ware vessels were found
among the Goepels' refuse. Their daughter, Emma Goepel,
had probably outgrown such toys when her family moved to
803 J Street in 1872. The toy tea sets are notable for both
their quality and quantity. At least four sets are represented:
an expensive gilt-edged set, including teapot, plate, saucer,
and a pitcher; a relatively expensive green and gold banded
set, with a teapot, cup, and plate; a molded design set with
a cup and plate; and a plain set, consisting of plates and a
saucer. A matching set with molded floral design including a
sugar bowl, three cups, and five saucers is assocIated with
the Meepoons children at 803 J Street, as is a lead set with
three teacups, two spoons, and a plate.

Ralph Mills

Notes
Praetzellis and Praetzellis described an assemblage of
miniature artefacts found in Sacramento that they
interpreted as child-related. They associated them with
what they described as the Victorians’ desire to impart
correct adult values. “overt displays of Victorian didacticism
in artifacts intended to shape the attitudes and behavior of
children” (Praetzellis and Praetzellis 1992, 97). However
their interpretation of the function of these artefacts was
later questioned by Wilkie, who suggested that children
exercised more control over their play, and indeed actively
resisted the efforts of adults to restrict play to educational
purposes (Wilkie 2000). It is suggested that not all the
artefacts described necessarily belonged to the children
identified in the paper. Indeed Praetzellis and Praetzellis
(unwittingly?) hinted at this when they wrote “Their
daughter, Emma Goepel, had probably outgrown such toys
[at least four porcelain tea sets] when her family moved to
803 J Street in 1872” (Praetzellis and Praetzellis 1992, 92).
This sentence leads to add two possible interpretations:
that Emma still preserved the tea sets even though she
was now “grown up” or that an adult in the family
“collected” the porcelain tea set(s).

Praetzellis and Praetzellis 1992
Sandhills
project,
Alderley
Edge

Ceramic figurines
Dolls

"When we excavated, we found all these funny figurines
across what would have been her lounge room and lots of
costume jewellery and decorative things…far from being a
working class widow, she actually owned a number of
houses in the area. She was quite shrewd with her
investments and went round to auctions, collecting these
figurines. It was really only by excavating that we even
started to ask about these figurines, which then gave us
these stories.” (Casella, BBC interview 2010)
“Perhaps the household ornaments owned and displayed by
Hagg Cottage residents conveyed ephemeral values of
family history, nostalgia, memory and social belonging’ within
the local community. Interpreting their specialised artefacts
as failed expressions of some universal and middle-class
ideal form of ‘gentility’ would thus appear a simplistic, if not
biased, conclusion.” (Casella 2004)

Casella, 2004.
Dig unearths 'ordinariness' of Alderley Edge http://news.bbc.co.uk/local/manchester/hi/people_and_places/history/newsid_8801000/8801791.stm
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Site/ project/
location
Sandpoint
Idaho

San
Francisco
ship landfill

Schuyler
Mansion
Orphanage
Shoreditch
Park

Stockton,
California,
Chinese
laundry
Sydney
Rocks
Sydenham
brewery,
London
Poplar
Forest,
Virginia

Ralph Mills

Miniature types*

Excavators’ interpretation(s)
Notes
(some paraphrased, contracted)
Toys
“…suggesting the presence of children.
Bordello
Doll parts
“What about the children’s toys found in the bordello
Might “toys” have belonged to prostitues?
Marbles
district? Did the working girls raise families in that sordid
environment? Bob Betts believes the archaeological
evidence points to the fact that they did.”
“One of the things that surprised us was artifacts related to
children at the brothels. So the ladies obviously had children
there with them.”
Warner, Mark, 2009? Recovering Forgotten Pieces of Sandpoint History. University of Idaho.
<http://www.uidaho.edu/class/researchandcreativeworks/featuredprojects/sandpointarcheologicalproject>
Gunter, David 21010. Mystery surrounds unmarked graves. Bonner County Daily Bee.
<http://www.bonnercountydailybee.com/articles/2010/03/01/news/doc4b89f065bc7cb723477112.txt>
Dolls
Before Barbie, Cabbage Patch and Furby, there was Frozen
Foreshore
Charlotte. Thirty-four fragmentary Frozen Charlotte dolls
were found during the Muni Metro excavation. These small
ceramic dolls, the most diminutive of which were called
"penny babies," took their name from a popular romantic
ballad of the middle nineteenth century.
Anon, 2002? Frozen Charlotte: The Ultimate Victorian Inaction Figure.<http://class.csueastbay.edu/anthropologymuseum/physex/shipchar/charlotte.html>
Institution
Feister, Louis M. 2009. The Orphanage at Schulyer Mansion. In Belsaw, April M. and Gibb, James G. (Eds). The Archaeology of Institutional Life. Tuscaloosa:
University of Alabama Press.pp 105-116.
Toys
Children’s toys
Figurines,
Marbles
Anon 2006. Shoreditch Park community excavation, 2005 – 2006. Museum of London Archaeology.
<http://www.museumoflondonarchaeology.org.uk/English/ComLearn/ComExcav/ShoreditchPark.htm>
Dolls
“toys”
Marbles,
the property of “families who lived near the laundry.”
Cast-metal figures
Anon, 2009. Stockton California. Sonoma State University. Anthropological Studies Center. <http://www.sonoma.edu/asc/projects/stockton/index.htm>
Karskens 2001
Napoleon figurines
Moralising miniatures
Jeffries, Nigel 2007. The Victorian pottery from Sydenham Brewery < www.geog.qmul.ac.uk/victorianlondon>
Dolls
“Another group of artifacts that clearly represents gender are
Thomas Jefferson’s retreat
those representing the porcelain dolls. The dolls found look
to be female figures. Children usually learn their culture, and
therefore genders, through playing. Dolls gave girls a chance
to learn feminine values, where they could role play with
them and learn proper dress, as well as imitate child care.”
Braly, Bobby R. 2008. Thomas Jefferson’s Poplar Forest. <http://www.projectpast.org/bbraly/gender.html>
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Site/ project/
location
Ranchos de
Taos Plaza,
Taos, New
Mexico

Tucson,
Arizona
Van Winkle
Mill,
Arkansas
Wallyford,
East Lothian
Washington
State Park
Arkansas
West
Oakland

Ralph Mills

Miniature types*

Excavators’ interpretation(s)
Notes
(some paraphrased, contracted)
Miniaturized stone grinding tools
“Hundreds of children’s items dating from the mid-1800s to
Told that people didn’t have toys, but still looks for childHand made clay toys
the present”
related meanings!
Depression era tea sets
“Instead of ancient ceramics or prehistoric fire pits, Eiselt and
Doll parts
her SMU students are looking for toys.”
Marbles
[Resident] “We didn’t have dolls until the 1960s,”
Mechanical train parts
“We used homemade toys before that.
Lego
“Archival documents pertaining to children are selective, and
Barbie doll parts
written by adults with their own biases toward children,
Action figures
especially their own. Archaeology contributes a different
perspective by looking at the objects children actually
interacted with, as well as direct evidence of their activities.
As a result, she says, archaeologists can help show children
are “active cultural agents who can have major influences on
society.”
Eiselt , B. Sunday, 2008? Childhood Depictions: Creating an Historical Archaeology of Children and Childhood on the Ranchos de Taos Plaza, New Mexico
<http://www.seiselt.com/Childhood_Archaeology.html>
Smith, Julian, 2010. Child’s play. Archaeology Institute of America Abstracts, Vol 63 No 3 < http://www.archaeology.org/1005/abstracts/taos.html>
Doll
Frozen Charlotte dolls were popular- they were cheap,
durable, and could be brought to Tucson on the wagon
trains.
http://homersworld.blogspot.com/
Doll
“We determined that a mill
African American
Marble
worker’s family with children lived in the house”
Slavery?
Pistol
Child’s ring = corroborating evidence?
Sabo, George xxxx. Doing Historical Archeology <www.uark.edu/campus-resources/archinfo>
Toys
(Modern) toys not described.
Field walking and metal detecting.
O’Connell, Chris and Glendinning, Bruce, 2006. Wallyford, East Lothian, Metal Detector Survey and Field-walking. Musselburgh: CFA Archaeology Ltd.
Dolls parts,
“Children’s toys”
Figurines
Anon, 2010. The archaeology of historic Washington, Arkansas. <http://www.projectpast.org/HWSP/index.html>
Miniature vessels
Three sets of toy dishes.... Two porcelain cups and a white
This family had three children, two sons and a daughter,
Dolls
improved earthenware plate are child’s size, while the
growing up while the well was gradually filling. It is
Marbles
remaining porcelain teapot, three cups, and one white
overwhelmingly tempting to identify all these “toys” as
improved earthenware cup were more appropriate for
theirs. But knowing what we do about the complexity of
serving dolls. There is a large china doll and three small
human relationships with miniatures, this interpretation can
Frozen Charlottes as well is an unusual number of marbles
be questioned. Marbles – social, activity toys – yes, but
of porcelain, glass, agate and onyx. Most of the porcelain
also adult play. The knee-jerk identification of the ceramic
marbles are painted with lines or leaves, and some of the
objects as “toys” ignores the fact that it might have been
glass marbles have core swirls.
the mother or another adult who collected these objects.
But the next suggestion, a popular one, is that the dolls tea
set was purchased as an educational tool to ensure that
the daughter of the family acquired correct nineteenth
century behavioural traits.
Praetzellis and Praetzellis 2004
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Site/ project/
location
Wilson Park
Tenancy,
Delaware

Wreck of the
Severn

Ralph Mills

Miniature types*

Excavators’ interpretation(s)
Notes
(some paraphrased, contracted)
Doll parts
“The children played with their toys—girls with their dolls,
Figurines
boys (and girls, too) perhaps shooting marbles (mainly an
Marbles
outside activity). Children may have also “done their
Slate
lessons” indoors, perhaps at the kitchen table—KSK
collected part of what appeared to be a writing slate, and a
number of slate pencils”
“Almost certainly members of a rural underclass near the
bottom of the agricultural ladder”
Affleck, R. M., Kaktins, M., Janowitz, M., Miller, P. and Wuebber, I., 2010. At the road’s edge: final archaeological investigations of the Wilson farm tenancy site. URS
Corporation.
Soldiers,
“Toy knights and soldiers were made for boys, while
If the “toys” had been cargo, it would be expected that
Miniature vessels
miniature kitchen ware and table ware were targeted for
multiples of particular designs would be found. The “toys”
Watches
girls”
on the Severn may have been personal adult possessions
Because the toys were made of pewter they were intended
rather than cargo destined for children.
for middle to lower income families.
Lukesic 2010.
Doll head
Foreshore
Foster, John W., 2009. Archaeology and History Beneath the Sea. California State Parks. <http://www.parks.ca.gov/?page_id=23514>

Wreck of the
Sterling,
Sacramento,
California
*Marbles and slates/slate pencils are included in this section if identified in association with miniatures.
**Miniature vessels = tea sets, tableware, kitchen vessels (ceramic and base metal)
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Appendix II
Table I: “Miniature object” search results
Object class
Vessel

Weapon
Tool
Book

Object type
Cauldron
Cauldron
Bowl
Vessel/Posset pot
Jug
“Toy jug”
“Toy plate”
Toy gun
Hammer
Prayer book

Number
4
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Object date
Medieval
Post-medieval
Medieval
?
Modern
Post-medieval
Post-medieval
Post-medieval
Post-medieval
Medieval

Table II: “Toy” search results
Object class
Weapons

Object type

Percentage of whole
29.5

Cannon
Petronel
Gun
Musket
Pistol
Sword/dagger
Spud gun
Machine gun
Ramrod
Arrowhead
Animals

Percentage of class
51.2
13.9
12.4
10.1
7.7
1.5
<1
<1
<1
<1

4.8
horse(5)
cockerel (2)
dog (2)
bird (2)
lion
rabbit
camel
frog
lobster
fish
owl
unknown (3)

Vessels

20.1
Cauldrons
Dishes/plates
Jugs
Bowl
Pot
Tankard
Posmet
Fork
Ladle
Spoon
Cup/Goblet
Porringer
Teapot
Frying pan
Pan
Knife
Lid

28.4
25
11.3
7.9
3.4

“possibly a toy”
“C17th”

Historical Archaeology of Miniatures

Object class

Object type
Unknown

Soldiers (4)
Watches/clocks

Ralph Mills

Percentage of whole

Percentage of class

6.2
watches

Figures

81.5
11.4

Female
Male
Horsemen
Doll
Head
Baby
Child
Napoleon
Skull
Demon
Unidentified
Furniture

30
14
10
6

28
5.3

Fire shovels
Chest
Candlestick
Chair
Bedhead?
Panel?
Iron

30
21.7
21.7
13

Vehicles
Wheel (3)
Coach
Clothing
Shoe
Shy cocks
Buildings

2
House
“Building” (2)
Window
Door
Windmill?

Tools
Mallet
Pick head
Hammer
Anvil
Agriculture
Milk churns (2)
Nautical
Anchors (2)
Warship
Others

1.8
coins (2)
coffins (2)
Egyptian mummy
cradle
book
animal hide

Table III: “Post-medieval figurine” search results
Type
Human
Female
Male
Bird
Negro
Religious
Erotic couple

Number
18
11
10
4
4
3
3

Percentage
23
14
13
5
5
4
4
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Type
Boar
Eagle
Head
Mermaid
Fish
Bear
“Animal”
Ceramic
Peacock
Snake
Stag’s head
Horse
Ram
Wooden
Cockerel
King
Baby

Ralph Mills

Number
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Percentage

Table IV: “Pipe Tampers” search results
Identification
Claw hammer
Male figure
Female figure
Erotic couple
Portrait
Cockerel
St George and the dragon
Hand holding
Bellows
Bird
Clenched fist
Naked Venus
Hen
Hand holding pipe
Female leg
Arm
Dog
Britannia
Pipe
Napoleon
Leg
Soldier
King
Cherub
Horse

Number
13
10
6
5
5
4
3
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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